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Abstract
In this thesis, I present a version of the quantum orbit method which provides a
geometrical construction of the irreducible *-representations of the quantum universal
enveloping algebras for the real Lie groups of equal rank. It is shown that they
correspond to the symplectic leaves of the dual Poisson Lie group equipped with a
special structure called quantum orbit lattice.
At the same time, the thesis is dealing with the important problems in the foun-
dations of the theory of quantum non-compact groups. By introducing a canonical
super-tensor product in the situation where the usual concept of tensor product fails
to exist, it open a new direction in the search for the axiomatic theory to embrace
the quantum non-compact groups.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This work is based on my research in the field of quantum groups, especially in the
interesting and less developed area of non-compact quantum groups.
The theory of quantum groups arose from the inverse scattering method developed
by L.D. Faddeev and his school. The concept of quantum group was introduced by
V.G. Drinfeld, as well as independently by M. Jimbo, Lusztig, Y. Manin, and S.L.
Woronowicz, each of them coming up with their own approach and point of view on
quantum groups.
It turned out that the variety of approaches was reflected happily by a variety of
relations the quantum groups have with many areas of mathematics and mathematical
physics, most notably, with the knot theory, the theory of Lie groups and algebras,
infinite-dimensional Lie algebras, quantum functional analysis, string theory, and
quantum field theory.
Unfortunately, while the theory of compact quantum groups is enjoying wide
popularity and fast development, little or nothing is known regarding non-compact
quantum groups. I am happy to say that I achieved some results that shed light on
them in important special cases, and I consider them as a foundation of my research
program for the future.
1.1 Quantum Orbit Method
Two different directions in the theory of non-compact quantum groups are presented
in the thesis. One of the chapters is devoted to a version of the quantum orbit method
developed by me in [9]. The method provides a geometrical realization of irreducible
*-representations of the quantum universal enveloping algebras for real Lie groups of
equal rank in the spirit of the classical orbit method. It provides a correspondence be-
tween the unitary equivalence classes of irreducible *-representations of the quantum
enveloping algebra and the symplectic leaves in the dual Poisson Lie group equipped
with some additional structure which I call quantum orbit lattice.
The main idea is to use the Drinfeld's duality which suggests that the quantum
universal enveloping algebra can be considered as a quantum algebra of functions on
the dual Poisson Lie group. I construct a family of quantum G-spaces, which are
quantum analogs of the orbits of the dressing action in the dual Poisson Lie group (or
more precisely, certain unions of symplectic leaves in the dual Poisson Lie group, as
the dressing action does not necessarily extends to a global action). The algebra of
functions on that family of quantum G-spaces is shown to be canonically isomorphic
to a quantum analog of the Heisenberg algebra. Then, the Drinfeld's duality can
be used to construct a quantum moment map as a quantum analog of the usual
realization of the enveloping algebra by differential operators. The next step is to
construct quantum polarizations which yield a geometric realization of irreducible
*-representations of Uqg.
In fact, a construction is given which associates an irreducible *-representation of
the quantum enveloping algebra Uqgo to any Uqgo module *-algebra .F equipped with
a surjective quantum moment map J : Uqgo --+ F, a quantum polarization, and a
character of the commutative subalgebra of Uq.-invariant elements. The concept of
module *-algebra is used to describe quantum G-spaces. It is outlined and discussed
in Appendix A.
Roughly, the quasi-classical analog of the Uqg0-module *-algebra F is a symplectic
leaf in the dual Poisson Lie group or a union of such symplectic leaves in some cases.
The quantum polarization corresponds to the usual polarization in the cases when
the corresponding G-space is isomorphic to a coadjoint orbit, while the character
corresponds to the choice of a local system on it. Not any character can be used in
general but only those which arise from the structure called by me quantum orbit
lattice.
It is interesting to note that in the case of Uqsu(1, 1) the above construction yields
all irreducible *-representations, while the classical orbit method does not yield the
complimentary series representations. These turn out to correspond to the so-called
quantum 'tunnel' hyperboloids. By drawing an intuitive analogy, those can be very
informally described as two-sheet hyperboloids which are so close to a nilpotent cone
that behave as connected manifolds in the quantum case, as the quantum Haar mea-
sure (being discretely supported) can be extended from one sheet to another. As a
simple illustration, consider the *-algebra generated by x = x*, y, y* with the relations
yx = q2xy, y*x = q-2xy*,
yy* = (qx - c)(qx - d), y*y = (q- x - c) (q-'x - d) ,
where c and d are some positive real numbers (c < d). (It is a quantum analog of the
algebra of regular functions on a hyperboloid ly 2 = (x - c)(x - d).) Any geometric
progression of the form {q2k+}I supports the restriction of a quantum Haar measure
to the space of spherical functions:
J f(x)d = (q1 - q) E q2k+/f (q2k+#),
k
provided that no point of the progression lies inside the forbidden interval (c, d)
separating the sheets of the hyperboloid (we allow it to be truncated only if one of
its points coincides with c or d). It is easy to see that if q2 < a < 1, then there are
progressions that can 'jump' from one sheet to another. Those precisely correspond
to the complementary series representations in that special case.
1.2 Super-Tensor Products
Another part of my research has been prompted by the problems in finding a good ax-
iomatic ground under the concept of non-compact quantum group. For, even though
some results have been obtained about quantum non-compact groups before, so far
the researchers used only intuitive vision of the concept, since the numerous attempts
to axiomatize the theory led only to negative results. And even though I have not
constructed an axiomatic theory yet, an interesting approach has been opened in the
totally unexpected direction, as an amazing observation brings about the concept of
super-tensor product.
The notion of quantum topological real group is generally believed to involve
some topological Hopf *-algebras which could become the analogues of algebras of
continuous functions. Thus, a successful axiomatics for quantum compact groups was
described in [29] in the language of Hopf C*-algebras.
As to the quantum non-compact groups, no axiomatics does still exist, although
some positive results have been obtained, those which do not require necessarily any
topological algebra of functions. One can mention, for instance, harmonic analysis
on the quantum group SU(1, 1) developed in [13, 14, 28].
Nevertheless, an attempt undertaken by S.L.Woronowicz in [30] to construct the
quantum group SU(1, 1) on the C*-algebra level has led him to a result of inexis-
tence. Actually, this negative result is based on the fact that there is no correctly
defined tensor product in the category of *-representations of the quantum algebra
C[SU(1, 1)]q of regular functions.
I have tried to look at the picture from a bit different point of view. As a result
I observed an amazing quantum effect explained in [10] which shows that, although
a quantum group SU(1, 1) does not exist (on the C*-algebra level), one can possibly
consider the quantum group SU(1, 1) X Z2 in a certain sense. Let me explain it a
general idea.
An intuitive reason why we would be looking for something like tensor product in
the category of *-representations of the quantum algebra of regular functions is a de-
sire to have a quantum analogue of the group multiplication (as far as representations
of the quantum algebra of functions correspond to symplectic leaves).
As to quantum compact groups, the tensor product is obviously correctly defined,
since the quantum algebra of regular functions is represented always by bounded
operators. In the case of the quantum group M(2) of the motions of the Euclidean
plane (cf. [12, 30]), the tensor product also can be correctly defined (because of
another reason, though), and this very fact made it possible to construct in [30] the
quantum group on the C*-algebra level.
When we consider quantum non-compact groups, the problem becomes quite un-
trivial because the quantum algebra of regular functions is represented usually by
unbounded operators.
While in the case of the quantum group of motions of the Euclidean plane this
problem can be overcome, it is impossible to define correctly tensor product of two
infinite-dimensional irreducible *-representations of C[SU(1, 1)]q, since a certain sym-
metric operator cannot be extended to a self-adjoint one in accordance with the other
operators of representations, as was shown in [30] by the methods of the operator
theory and here in terms of a geometric realization.
However, there is a certain extension of the point of view. It involves two principal
steps. First, one should go onto the quantum group SU(1, 1) >X Z2, the normalizer of
SU(1, 1) in SL2 (C). Second, one should abandon, at least for a while, the C*-algebra
level and look for some already existing structure on the category of *-representations
of C[SU(1, 1) X Z2]q.
Is there no natural monoidal category structure? Well, but there is another, a bit
surprising, structure which is worth to be considered - that of super-tensor products.
Indeed, an anazing symmetry is present in the picture.
The Poisson Lie group NsL2(c)(SU(1, 1)) ~ SU(1, 1) >X Z2 , the normalizer of
SU(1, 1) in SL 2(C), is the union of two connected components SU(1, 1)U SU(1, 1) -w
0of SL(C)where w1 The irreducible -representatons of the corre-1
of SL2(C) where w = . The irreducible *-representations of the corre-
-1 0
sponding quantum algebra of functions correspond to the local systems on the sym-
plectic leaves in it. Let us call those corresponding to the symplectic leaves in the
component of the unit element 'even' representations, and those which correspond to
the symplectic leaves in the other component 'odd'.
For any 0 E R/Z, one can consider a certain subcategory C3 of the category of
*-representations of the quantum algebra of functions, which corresponds roughly to
choosing a local system for each symplectic leaf. Then one can define canonically the
following super-tensor products:
S 9 7r + E r- r(1.1)
®;(97r- S 7- 0 7r+® (1.2)
where r+ are even and r- odd infinite-dimensional irreducible representations from
the category C,. Note that no summand in (1.1),(1.2) can be correctly defined.
The arising structure might be treated, for instance, as follows. Given a pair
al,a2 of *-representations from the category Cp, one can consider a set P(al, a2)
which parameterizes 'different' (in the sense of a certain equivalence relation) tensor
products of al and (2:
al ®p a2, p E P(al, 72)
For instance, P(r+ e( ir, r+ e$ r), as is easy to see, consists of just one element.
If P(al, a2) = 0, this means that there is no tensor product of al and a2. In general,
the different tensor products are parameterized by different ways to assign a term of
the form r+ 9® 7r to each term of the form -7r® ir.
The super-tensor products (1.1) and (1.2) have interesting quasi-classical analogs.
For an important special case of (1.1), the obtained geometrical realization leads to
the global right dressing action of the dual Poisson Lie group on the biggest Schubert
cell. It is isomorphic to the complex plane, but, unlike the Poisson structure induced
from the quantum group SU(2), now the corresponding Poisson manifold is not a
symplectic leaf anymore. Both the interior and the exterior of the unit disc are
symplectic leaves, together with each point of the unit circle.
The dual Poisson Lie group acts on the complex plane by dilations and translation.
The fact that the summands in (1.1) cannot be defined separately corresponds to the
fact that the local action when restricted to either of the interior or the exterior of
the unit disc cannot be extended to the global action. And the fact that there is a
canonical way to define the super-tensor product corresponds to the fact that there is
a canonical extension of such local action to the global action in the whole Schubert
cell.
Chapter 2
Quantum Orbit Method
2.1 Quantum Heisenberg Algebras
Throughout the thesis we suppose that q is real, 0 < Iq| < 1.
Suppose that G is a finite-dimensional complex simple Poisson Lie group, g its
Lie bialgebra, and Uqg the corresponding quantized universal enveloping algebra (cf.
[1, 5]). Let V be a finite-dimensional simple Uqg-module, and V* the dual Uqg-module
given by
(0,V) = v w, S(V),
where ( E Uqg, v E V, W E V*, and S is the antipode in Uqg. Below we describe a
construction of what we call quantum Heisenberg algebra 7-g(V).
Let R be the quantum R-matrix acting in (V ( V*)®2, and I? = PR, where
P : (V @ V*)®2 -• (V E V*)0 2 is the usual permutation operator a ® b ý-+ b ® a. As
is well known, the operator 1A is invertible and diagonalizable, has real spectrum and
commutes with the action of Uqg.
Consider the algebra C[VR]q which is the quotient of the tensor algebra
T-(V @ V*) = C (V V*) (V (VV*) 2 D ...
over the two-sided ideal J(W) generated by the span W C (V e V*)® 2 of all eigen-
vectors of R with negative eigen-values.
The tensor algebra T(V E V*) has a canonical Uqg-module algebra structure,
which means that the canonical Uqg-module structure defined by the action of Uqg on
V E V* is compatible with the algebra structure in the sense that the multiplication
map T(V E V*) 0 T(V e V*) -- T(V e V*) is a morphism of Uqg-modules.
Since R commutes with the Uqg-action, the two-sided ideal J is a Uqg-submodule.
It follows that C[VR]q has the quotient Uqg-module algebra structure. The algebra
C[VR]q can be thought of as a quantum analog of the algebra of polynomial functions
on the G-space V $ V*, the subalgebra generated by V* (resp. V) playing the role
of the algebra of holomorphic (resp. anti-holomorphic) polynomials.
In the classical case the algebra of polynomials has a canonical central extension
given by
ab - ba = (a, b)C,
where C is the central element, and (, ) is the canonical bilinear form on V E V* given
by the natural pairing between V and V* and such that both V and V* are isotropic
subspaces. The algebra obtained this way is known as the Heisenberg algebra. The
quantum analog is described below.
Consider the subspace I of Uqg-invariant elements in V 9 V* E V* 0 V (that is,
the elements v such that Cv = e(4)v for any C E Uqg, where E is the counit). It is
two-dimensional, with one generator from V 0 V* and another one from V* 0 V.
Since R commutes with the action of Uqg, I is invariant with respect to A. Since f
permutes V 0 V* and V* 0 V, it has two distinct eigen-values in I. On the other
hand, it is easy to see that ?2 1 ia a constant, so that the eigen-values are of opposite
sign. Thus, we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 1.1. The vector space Io = I n W is one-dimensional.
Note that the Uqg-module W is completely reducible, so that there is a unique
Uqg-submodule Wo C W such that W = Wo E 10. Let J(Wo) C T(V e V*) be the
two-sided ideal generated by Wo0.
Definition 1.1. The Uqg-module algebra W,(V) = T(V e V*)/J(Wo) is called the
quantum Hezsenberg algebra corresponding to g and V. The following short sequence
is exact, where C is the image of a generator of Io and p is the quotient map:
0 -+ C[C] + W1g(V) 4 C[VR] -+ 0.
Example 1.1. Consider g = sl(n+1) equipped with the so-called standard Lie bialgebra
structure. It is defined by the Manin triple (g $ g, g, n+ $E E n_), where g is embedded
into gg as the diagonal, n+ as (n+,0), n_ as (0, n_), 4 as {(a, -a) I a E }. Here
i is the Cartan subalgebra of diagonal matrices, and b+ (resp. b_) the nilpotent
subalgebra of nilpotent upper- (resp. lower-) triagonal matrices.
Recall that Uqsl(n + 1) is generated by Ei, Fi, Ki, K, 1, i = 1, 2, ..., n, subject to
the relations
K, - K7 1
[E, Fj] = 6ij I z , KiKg = KK,q-' -q 3
KiEj = q-a EjK,, KiFj = qat FjKi,
EiE3 = E3Ei, (li - ji > 1), FiFj = FjFi, ( i - ji > 1),
EiEi+l - (q + q-') EiEi+lEi + Ei+lE2 = 0,
F 2Fi+1 - (q + q-1) FiFi+1F2 + Fi+1F 2 = 0,
where aii = 2, ai,iil = -1, and a,j = 0 otherwise.
The Hopf algebra structure on Uqzt(n + 1) is given by
A(Ki) = Ki K&,
A(E,) = Ei ( 1 + K,1 0 El, A(Fi) = Fi 0 Ki + 1 9 Fi,
S(Ei) = -KiE 2 , S(F2 ) = -F 2 K - ', S(K,) = K;•,
e(Ei) = 0, e(Fi) = 0, e(Ki) = 1,
where A is the comultiplication, S the antipode, and e the counit.
Let V be the finite-dimensional simple Uqsl(n + 1)-module corresponding to the
first fundamental weight wl (that is, the n + 1-dimensional defining representation).
The algebra C[VR]q in this case is generated by zo, zi, ..., zn and io, zl, ..., in with the
relations (cf. [4])
z,zj = qzjz,, (i < j), i,2j = q-1 3,, (i < j),
zi, 3 = qi z,, (i # j), zit - Zzi = (q- 2 _ 1) Ek> Zkk.-
Here zo, z 1, ... , zn and io, i1, ... , i• are the projections of the vectors of the mutually
dual canonical bases in V and V* respectively.
The action of Uqsl(n + 1) on C[VR]q is given by
E : z3 i 6ijzj_1,
K, : z.
Fi :
q-1zi-1
qzi
Z3
Z3 1 6i-1,+Z3+1,
if j = i - 1ifj=i-1
if j = i ,
if otherwise
Zj + -6i-1,3q -l z + 1 ,
ij '-+ -Jic5 h-1,
q2~-4I if j =i-1
Z3 -+ q-lIi ifj=i
zj if otherwise
In this case the subspace Io is spanned by the element
Z Zk k - q- 2k k  Zk
k=0 k=O
The quantum Heisenberg algebra W9g(V) is generated by zo, Z1, ..., Zn, , o, i, ..-, in
and C with the relations (cf. [11])
zzzj = qzjzi, (i < j),
Zij = qjzj, (i j),
ziC = q2Czi,
zizj = q zjzi, (i < j),
zizi - Zizi = C + (q- 2 _ 1) Ek>i Zkk,
zi6 = q-2Ci.
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
The action of Uqsl(n + 1) on W7g(V) is given by (2.1)-(2.3) and
for any ( E Uqsl(n + 1) (i.e., C is a Uqsl(n + 1)-invariant element).
Now suppose that g, is a compact real form of g (unique up to an inner automor-
phism). Then, there is an antilinear involutive automorphism w of g such that
oc = {a E g9 w(a) = a}.
As is well known, there is a quantization of g, - a Hopf *-algebra Uqgg = (Uqg, b),
where b is an antilinear involutive algebra anti-automorphism and coalgebra auto-
morphism such that
is an involution (thus, an antilinear involutive algebra automorphism and coalgebra
anti-automorphism). Then, any finite-dimensional Uqg-module - in particular, our
module V - has a Hilbert space structure which makes the action of Uqg, into a *-
representation. Let t : V-4V* be the antilinear isomorphism of vector spaces induced
by the scalar product on V. The following proposition is rather obvious.
bf Proposition 1.2. The map t : V=V* can be uniquely extended to an antilinear
involutive anti-automorphism 0 of Wlg(V) such that CO = C. Then the *-algebra
Wcg(V) = (W7 g(V),#) is a Uqge-module *-algebra, which means that for any ( E
Uqgc, f E lg (V) one has that
(Wf) = w~()f.
Now suppose that Uqgo is a Hopf *-algebra (Uqg, ý) which is a quantization of a
non-split real form go of g equipped with a standard Lie bialgebra structure. Recall
that such structure is (cf. [11]) given by the Manin triple
(g, go, n+ $ i•o),
where lo = 0 n go (it depends, of course, on the choice of the maximal nilpotent
subalgebra n+). Let
o : ( (S()
be the corresponding antilinear involutive algebra automorphism and coalgebra anti-
automorphism on Uqgo.
bf Proposition 1.3. There exists a unique antilinear involutive anti-automorphism •
of Wlg(V) such that l90o(V) = (W7,(V), *) is a Uqgo-module *-algebra, which means
that for any ( E Uqgo, f E "lgo (V), one has that
)* = wo()f*
Proof. The composition r = wow, is a linear Hopf algebra automorphism of Uqg.
Then, there exists an operator t : V -+ V such that
(7)(f) = (t-r5t)(f) (2.4)
for any ( E Uqg, f E V. The Uqgo-module *-algebra structure on go (V) is given by
f* = t(f ) for any f E V, C* = C. (2.5)
The uniqueness is obvious.
Example 1.2. In the setting of Example 1.1 we have that the compact real form of
Uqs[(n + 1) is Uqsu(n + 1) = (Uqs(n + 1), b), where b is given by
E,= K,2 Fz, F'= E,K,2, K = K .
The Uqsu(n + 1)-module *-algebra structure on 7g, (V) = (7/g(V), ý) is given by
z = 2, CO= C.
Consider the real forms Uqsu(E) = (Uqsl[(n + 1), b) of Uqsr(n + 1) parameterized by
a sequence T = (to, 7 1, ... , ,t), where b, = +1. These are given by
EE = bi-1iEj', F = -,_1tF,, Ki = Ki. (2.6)
They are quantizations of different Lie bilagebra structures on go = su(m, n + 1 - m),
where m is the number of instances when bi = 1 and n + 1 - m is the number of
instances when tL = -1.
Then the Usu(T)-module *-algebra structure on ig9 0 (V) = (l7g(V), *) is given by
z* = 4izi, C* = C. (2.7)
Remark 1.1. We will be particularly interested in the case when T = (-1, 1). We
denote Uqsu(-1, 1) by Uqsu(1, 1), 7g.o (V) by W7, E1 by E, F1 by F, and K1 by K.
2.2 Quantum Generalized Flag Manifolds
In this section we establish a correspondence between the quantum Heisenberg alge-
bras and certain classes of quantum G-spaces. From now on we use a shorter notation
7 to stand for W7g(V).
Recall the following well-known construction. Given a finite-dimensional simple
Uqg-module V = L(A) with the highest weight A, we define a multiplication on
00
C[Ov]+ = E L(kA) (2.8)
ki=O
as follows. For any a E L(kA) and b E L(mA), we define their product as the
projection of a 0 b onto L((k + m)A) C L(kA) & L(mA) (note that it is correctly
defined, as the multiplicity of L((k + m)A) in L(kA) ® L(mA) is equal to 1). It is
easy to see that it defines, in fact, a Uqg-module algebra structure on C[Ov]+.
Similarly, we define a Uqg-module algebra by applying the same construction to
00
C[Ov]q = ( L(kA)*. (2.9)
k=O
The following result follows immediately from the construction. It is an analog of
the Poincard-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for the Uqg-module algebras C[VR]q and ige(V).
Theorem 1.1. The multiplication maps
C[VR]q 9 C[VR]+  C[VR]q,
7W+ 0 ?g(V) ° 9 1Ig(V)- 7ig(V)
are isomorphisms of Uqg-module algebras. Here C[VR]+ = W+ is the subalgebra
generated by V C V G V*, while C[VR]p = W- is the subalgebra generated by V* c
V ( V*, and VO the subalgebra generated by C.
Note that C[Ov]+ (resp. C[Ov]-) is a quantum analog of the algebra of holo-
morphic (resp. anti-holomorphic) polynomial functions on the G-orbit of CVA where
VA C L(A) is a highest weight vector. At the same time, W+ = C[VR]+ (resp.
WC- = C[VR]q) is a quantum analog of the algebra of holomorphic (resp. anti-
holomorphic) polynomial functions on V = L(A).
In the classical case (when q = 1) C[Ov]l is a quotient of C[V]1 over the ideal
generated by the Pliicker relations. A similar situation takes place in the quantum
case. Namely, it was shown in [25] that C[Ov]+ is a quotient of 7W+ by an ideal J+
generated by the subspace
Ef = (qZ - q4(A+p,A)) (L(A) 0 L(A)) (2.10)
of quadratic relations called (holomorphic) quantum Pliicker relations. Here qZ is the
canonical central element of Uqg defined in [2], and p is the half of the sum of all
positive roots of g. Similarly, we get that C[Ov]q is a quotient of 7W- over the ideal
J- generated by the subspace
EA = (qZ - q4(A+p,A)) (L(A)* 0 L(A)*) (2.11)
of what may be called anti-holomorphic quantum Pliicker relations.
Define a Uqg-module algebra C[Ov]q as the quotient of W over the ideal J gener-
ated by all the quantum Pliicker relations in both J+ and J-. Instead of C introduce
a new generator
C= C. (2.12)
Now, if we take the quasi-classical limit q -+ 1, keeping c, not C constant, we
will get a commutative Poisson algebra - the algebra of homogeneous polynomials on
a family of projective Poisson G-spaces with a homogeneous parameter c. Homoge-
neous, because zi's, Ai's and c are defined by up to the group of automorphisms
Q : zi 0 azi, Ka, : i- zi, c :" c-+ I 12c, (2.13)
for any a E C. Note that the same formulas define a group of automorphisms of the
Uqg-module algebra C[Ov]q in the quantum case.
The above-mentioned projective G-spaces are the projectivizations of the G-orbits
of the space CVA of highest weight vectors. They are called generalized flag manifolds.
They are of the form G/P, where P is the parabolic subgroup of G whose Lie algebra
is generated by b+ = n+ 9 b and the root vectors E- such that (A, A) = 0. In
particular, if A = p, we get flag manifolds themselves. If A is a fundamental weight,
we get Grassmanians. This observation prompts the following definition.
Definition 1.2 The Uqg-module algebra C[Ov]q is called the algebra of homogeneous
polynomial functions on a family of quantum generalized flag manifolds.
Let G, be the compact real form of G whose quantization is isomorphic to Uqgc,
Go the non-compact real form whose quantization is isomorphic to Uqg 0 . It is easy to
see that
J = J, J* = J.
Therefore, C[Ov]q has canonical Uqgc- and Uqgo-module *-algebra structures. The
Uqgc-module *-algebra (C[Ov]q, ý) can be thought of as a quantum algebra of ho-
mogeneous polynomials on a family of generalized flag manifolds of the form G/P
considered as Poisson Ge-spaces.
The Uqgo-module *-algebra (C[Ov]q, *) is a quantum analog of the algebra of
homogeneous polynomials on a family of corresponding symmetric Poisson Go-spaces
of non-compact type. As Go-spaces each of them is isomorphic to the Go-orbit of
the image of P C G in G/P with respect to the quotient map, where P is the same
parabolic group as described above.
Example 1.3. Return to Examples 1.1 and 1.2. In this case there are no Pliicker
relations, so that the relations in C[Ov]q look as follows:
zzj = qz3 z2, (i < j), = q (i <j),
z,jj = qi.zi, (i # j), zi^i - iiz, = (q-2 - 1) (Ek>i Zk4k + qc) ,
z,c = q2CZi, jic = q-2czi.
The Uqsu()-module *-algebra (C[Ov]q, 0) is the quantum algebra of homoge-
neous polynomials on a family of quantum CPn , while the Uqsu(T)-module *-algebra
(C[Ov]q, *) is the quantum algebra of homogeneous polynomials on a family of quan-
tum hyperboloids which posess a complex manifold structure (inherited from G/P).
Remark 1.2. When G, = SU(2), the family of quantum CP 1 is nothing but the
family of quantum Podled 2-spheres introduced in [22].
It is always good to have a large commutative subalgebra. Let Uq, be the Hopf
subalgebra of Uqs(n+l) generated by Ki, Kj- 1, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Consider the subalgebra
C[Ov]q C C[Ov]q of the Uq,-invariant elements. Denote by C[Ov]"nv C C[Ov]q the
subalgebra of Uqg-invariant elements.
Proposition 1.4. (1) The algebra C[Ov]4 is commutative and generated by
xi = C zkik + qc, i = O,..., n + 1.
k>i
Moreover, the following relations hold:
zix, = q2x'~z, (i < j), 2xj = q-2 xy, (i < j), (2.14)
zixj = x3zz, (i > j), ,ixj = xj•i, (i > j). (2.15)
(2) The algebra C[Ov]i~n is generated by
c = q-1xn+l and d = qxo. (2.16)
Moreover, d belongs to the center of C[Ov]q.
The proof is straighforward.
The formulas (2.14)-(2.15) let us consider an extension of C[Ov]q by adding func-
tions of ( = Xo, X1, ..., xz+l) so that the following relations hold:
zif (.) = f (xo,...,xi, q2Xi+l,...,q2 n+1)zi,
zif () = f(xo,...,xZ,q-2 x+1, ... q-2 n+l)z1i
We denote the extended algebra by Func(Ov)q.
Proposition 1.5. The Uqgc- and Uqeo-module *-algebra structures can be uniquely
extended from C[Ov]q on Func(Ov)q. The action of Uqg is given by
z - q2 x2,TE-1f (x-)- f (2")
Fz f (t) ft) z-t , (2.18)q-2xi - xi
Ki: f () ( -t f (), (2.19)
where
TZ : f (2) f(xo, ... ,xi- 1, q2 xi i+l, i...Xn+1),
with the involutions given by
f (2) = f (), f (2)*= f (2).
Example 1.4. When Go = SU(1, 1), one can modify our construction, so that we
get more quantum SU(1, 1)-spaces. Note that zo, z, o, l are the homogeneous co-
ordinates and c a homogeneous parameter on a family of quantum SU(1, 1)-spaces,
defined up to the automorphisms ., given by (2.13).
Consider the subalgebra Func(X)q of ,,-invariant elements in Func(Ov)q. De-
note by Func(X)q the subalgebra in Func(Ov)q of the elements which are invariant
with respect to Ka with jal = 1.
Proposition 1.6 The Uqsl(2)-module algebra Func(X)q is generated by the elements
x= zi•1+qc, y= zo1, = z1 io
with the relations
yf(x) = f(q 2x)y, 9f(x) = f(q-2x)y, (2.20)
Oy = -(q-'x - c)(q-lx - d), yf = -(qx - c)(qx - d), (2.21)
whzle c and d belong to the center of Func(X)q.
The proof is a straightforward computation.
It turns out that, besides the involution * given in (2.7), there exists yet another
one which makes Func(X)q into a Uqsu(1, 1)-module *-algebra. To keep the notation
shorter, we will use the somewhat larger algebra Func(X)q.
Proposition 1.7. There are two non-equivalent Uqsu(l, 1)-module *-algebra struc-
tures on Func(X)q, one of them given by
y* = -0, x* = x, c* = c, d* = d, (2.22)
and the other one given by
y* =-y, x* =x, c =d. (2.23)
The proof is a straightforward computation.
In both cases we can define a Uq,su(1, 1)-module *-algebra Func(Xco,do)q as the
quotient of Func(X)q over the ideal generated by c - co and d - do, where co, do E R
in the first case and co E C, co = do in the second case.
It is clear that if co, do E R and co : do, Func(Xo,do)q is a quantum alge-
bra of functions on the two-sheet hyperboloid 1y12 = (x - co)(x - do). If co = do,
Func(Xýo,do)q is a quantum algebra of functions on the cone given by the same equa-
tion. Finally, if co = do, co : do, Func(Xco,do)q is a quantum algebra of functions on
the corresponding one-sheet hyperboloid.
2.3 Quantum Moment Map
Recall the definition of the classical moment map, generalized to the case when G is
a Poisson Lie group with a non-trivial Poisson structure. Consider the corresponding
Lie bialgebra g and the dual Poisson Lie group G* defined as the connected and simply
connected Poisson Lie group with the Lie bialgebra g*. For any ( E g, let ag be the
left invariant differential 1-form on G* with at(e) = (. The Poisson bivector field 7rG*
on G defines a map rG*. :fl (G*) -+ Vect (G*).
Definition 1.3. The vector field pt = rG* '(a) is called the left dressing vector field
on G* corresponding to ý E g. The left dressing vector fields define a local action of
G on G* which is called the left dressing action.
In some cases, for example, when G is compact, the local dresing action can be
extended to a global one. But in general, this need not be the case, as the example
of G = SU(1, 1) readily shows.
Suppose now that M is a left Poisson G-manifold, that is, M is a Poisson manifold
with the action of G on M such that the corresponding map G x M -+ M is a Poisson
map. Let ao be the vector field corresponding to the infinitesimal action of ý E g. We
use a slightly different definition of generalized moment map that the one given in
[17] to serve the purposes of such situations when there is no global dressing action.
Definition 1.4. Let M' be a union of symplectic leaves in M such that M' is a dense
subset in M. A map J : M' -- G* is called moment map for M if
a = jiM (J*(ac)) . (2.24)
Definition 1.4 means that J : M'• - G* intertwines locally the G-action on M with
the dressing action of G on G*. When G is a Poisson ie group with the trivial Poisson
structure, the dual Poisson Lie group G* is isomorphic to g* as a Poisson manifold
and is abelian as a group. The corresponding dressing action always extends to a
global one which is nothing but the usual coadjoint action of G on g*. Thus, in this
case for any Hamiltonian G-space M, there exists a moment map onto a coadjoin
orbit in g*.
It looks that in order to quantize the above definition, we should look for a quan-
tum moment map in the form Func (G*)q --+ Func(M)q. However, the Drinfeld's
dualty tells us that the quantum enveloping algebra Uqg can be thought of as a quan-
tum algebra of functions on G*. Below we obtain a quantum moment map in the
form Uqg -+ Func(M)q.
As is well known, the quasi-classical analog of the quantum adjoin action of Uqg
on itself given by
adq(a) : b '- a() bS (a )), whenever A(a) = Ea(1)  b (2.25)
k k
is nothing but the left dressing action of Ug on Func(G*). Also, it is well known
that for any Hopf algebra A, the quantum adjoin action of A on itself equips A with
an A-module algebra structure, or an A-module *-algebra structure if A is a Hopf
*-algebra. This inspires the following definition.
Definition 1.5 (1) Given a Uqg-module algebra ., a homomorphism J : Uqg -+
is called quantum moment map if J is a morphism of Uqg-module algebras, with Uqg
acting on itself by the quantum adjoin action (2.25).
(2) Given a Uqgo-module *-algeba F0, a *-homomorphism Jo : Uqgo -+ F0 is called
quantum moment map if J0 is a morphism of Uqgo-module *-algebras, with Uqgo acting
on itself by the quantum adjoint action (2.25).
We see that the quantum Heisenberg algebra W contains the subalgebras W+ and
W- generated by V and V* respectively. Of course, both are Uqg-module subalgebras
of Xi. Consider the subalgebra Wo generated by W- and C. It has a one-dimensional
representation X in C, given by
x(V) = 0, x(C) = .
Consider the corresponding induced W-module
W = Ind"_ (C) .
It is spanned by monomials of the form
a.21 a212 ... x,  (2.26)
where a3 E V C W7+ and 1, is a generator of C x.Thus, we see that W is isomorphic
to W + as a vector space, with a Zdimv-grading defined by (2.26). This equips W with
a Uqg-module structure so that W is isomorphic to t+ as a Uqg-module.
Proposition 1.8 (1) The W-module W is simple and faithful.
(2) The subalgebra W in" of the Uq,-invariant elements in W- is commutative. More-
over, any homogeneous monomial of the form (2.26) in W is an eigen-vector for the
action of -ii" .
Proof. The first statement is obvious. To prove the second one, consider a basis
vo, v1, ..., v, of V and the dual basis vo, O~, ..., vn of V*. Of course, one can choose the
bases so that the vectors of the bases would be eigen-vectors for the action of Uqb.
Denote by fin = (mo, mi, ..., m,) the degree of a monomial
f = v "0mv ...vM x E W. (2.27)
By definition, the degree of vjf is equal to (mo, ..., mj-i1, mj + 1, mj+l, ..., mn), while
the degree of O•if is equal to (mo, ..., mi-1, mi - 1, mi+1, ... , mn). Of course, the action
of C preserves the grading.
It is easy to see that U/in" is generated by v,3i) (j = 0, 1, ..., n) and C. Therefore,
the action of W'"V preserves the grading. This means that any monomial of the form
(2.27) is an eigen-vector for the action of 7W"V". This immediately follows that W7f""
is commutative.
The statement (1) of Proposition 1.8 shows that 7W is isomorphic to its image in
End W. Also, that there exists a basis in W (spanned by the monomials of the form
(2.27)) which diagonalizes the action of W7"n. This allows us to extend the algebra H-
by the functions on the spectrum of 7Win" in W. Denote the extended algebra by Wt.
One can show that the Uqg-module algera structure can also be extended from 7W to
Obviously, 7f is isomorphic to End W as an algebra. On the other hand, Uqg acts
in W. This induces a homomorphism J : Uqg --+ l. It is clear that the image of Uqg
lies in Func(X)q C f - the subalgebra of a,-invariant elements in fi.
Theorem 1.2. (1) There exists a unique homomorphism
J: Uqg -+ Func(X)q
such that the composition of J with the action of Func(X)q C 'U in W coincides
with the action of Uqg in W.
(2) J is a morphism of Uqg-module algebras, with Uqg acting on itself via the
quantum adjoin action. In other words, J is a quantum moment map for Func(X)q.
Proof. The first statement has been already proved above. To show that (2) holds,
note that the image of Uqg in )U preserves the scalar degree m = li]jr = mo + mi +
... + m of any monomial of the form (2.27). Therefore, Uqg maps into the subalgebra
generated by the elements of the form VpV, where V (resp. ') belongs to the subalgebra
of Ka-invariant elements in the extension WU+ (resp. W1-) of W'+ (resp. 7-) by
H} (V)'n ' . In particular, Uqb can be shown to map into the subalgebra of is-invariant
elements in 7h inv.
For any a E Uqg with A(a) = Ek a a(2), we get that
a(cpo) = a(')(W)(S(a(2))) =
k
J (a(')) Wp(J (S (a2))) ).
k
Recalling that 0 = -1'f, where f E  V", one can prove (2) after some straight-
forward computations.
Note that the moment map J for Func(X)q was constructed originally as a homo-
morphism from Uqg into the quantum Heisenberg algebra. Thus, we see yet another
manifestation of the Drinfeld's duality. In this case, the same map has two quasi-
classical analogs. One of them is the homomorphism from the classical universal
enveloping algebra to the Heisenberg algebra, corresponding to the realization of Ug
by differential operators on a G-space. Another one is a moment map for a family of
generalized flag manifolds. Let us look at a few examples.
Example 1.5. In the context of Example 1.1 (that is, when g = sl(n + 1) and V being
the first fundamental representation), the map J of Theorem 1.2 is given by
(q-1 - q)1
J: Ei (xi-x+ zi1 (2.28)
(q-1 - q)5
J: Fi - Z Zi-1, (2.29)
J :Ki (2.30)
Moreover, given a Hopf *-algebra structure Uqsu(T) on Uqs(n + 1) and the invo-
lution (2.7) on Func(X),, we see that J is in fact a morphism of Uqsu(T)-module
*-algebras, thus defining a quantum moment map for the Uqsu(T)-module *-algebra
Func(X),.
Note that the subalgebra Func(X)q of the Kso-invariant elements in H is isomor-
phic to the quantum Weyl algebra constructed in [6]. Also, the quantum moment map
J is equivalent to the quantum oscillator map from Uqsi(n + 1, C) into the quantum
Weyl algebra constructed there. However, now we give a different interpretation of it
in the light of the quantum moment map.
Remark 1.3. For any automorphism I of the Uqg-module algebra structure on Uqg
(defined by the quantum adjoint action), the map J o I: Uqgo -+ Func(X)q defines
another quantum moment map. In particular, in the above example the group of
such automorphisms is generated modulo the center by the automorphisms given by
I, : E3 ý-4 (-1)61'E3, I, : Fj - Fj, I, : Kj - (-1) 6 Kj.
It is easy to see that the corresponding moment maps J, = Jo Ii are given by the
same formulas (2.28)-(2.30) except that we take another value of (Xi lX,+l) .
Example 1.6. Consider the case g = sl(2). Then Func(X)q can be described in terms
of the generators x, y, 9 as defined in Proposition 1.6. We have that
(q-1 - q)1J: E ( -)5 Y, (2.31)(cd) -2
(q-1 - q)42J: F F-+ y, (2.32)
J:K - (cd) (2.33)
Moreover, J is a morpism of Uq,su(1, 1)-module *-algebras for any of the involutions
* and * on Func(X)q defined by (2.22) and (2.23) respectively. Suppose that we fix
c = co and d = do so that codo > 0. Then J is a quantum moment map for any of the
quantum hyperboloids (or a quantum cone) Xo,do defined in the previous section. It
is interesting to note that the quantum quadratic Casimir element
Cq = (EF + FE) + )2 (K - 2 + K -1)  (2.34)
2 2 (q-1 - q)2
has the following image:
1 CCO +do -1 (2.35)(q-1 - q) 2 •do CO
The quasi-classical analog J0 of J imbeds a dense subset of the hyperboloid (or
cone) jyj2 = (x - Co)(x - do) (precisely, the one defined by x 0 0) into the dual
Poisson Lie group SU(1, 1)*. The picture is as follows. One can show that SU(1, 1)*
is isomorphic as a Lie group to the group of translations and dilations of a plane, or
to the group of the matrices of the form , where t > 0 and z E C. We can
0 t - 1
assume without loss of generality that codo = 1. Then, the subset of the manifold
y 12 = (x - co)(x - do) defined by x > 0 has the image 1z12 = (t - Co)(t - do), while
the subset defined by x < 0 has the image 1z12 = (t + co)(t + do), which is nothing
but the reflection t '-+ -t of 1z12 = (t - co)(t - do) with t < 0.
Of course, these imbeddings preserve the symplectic leaves. Indeed, for the one-
sheet hyperboloids, both subsets x > 0 and x < 0 are two-dimensional symplectic
leaves, while any point of the circle x = 0 is a zero-dimensional symplectic leaf. For
a twho-sheet hyperboloid with 0 < co < do, the whole sheet x > do is a symplectic
leaf, and the two-dimensional pieces x < 0 and 0 < x < co of the other sheet are
symplectic leaves as well, while any point of the circle x = 0 is a zero-dimensional
symplectic leaf. Finally, for the cone with co = do = 1, the subsets defined by x < 0,
0 < x < 1, and x > 1 respectively all are symplectic leaves, as are the points on the
circle x = 0 and the vertex of the cone - the unit element of the group.
2.4 Quantum Polarizations
In the previous section we constructed a quantum moment map J : Uqg --+ Func(X),.
Now we want to find a way to construct irreducible *-representations of Uqg as compo-
sitions of the form 7roJ, where 7r is an irreducible *-representation of Funq(X). Recall
that the classical orbit method provides a construction of an irreducible representation
of an algebra of functions on a Hamiltonian manifold in sections of a certain linear
bundle with connection (whose curvature is equal to the symplectic form), which are
constant along a given polarization. Our construction in the quantum case draws the
ideas from that classical picture.
We have constructed Func(X)q as a subalgebra in fH which consists of the na-
invariant elements. Recall that rs is a family of automorphisms parameterized by a
non-zero complex number a (see (2.13)). If we think of Func(X)q as an algebra of
functions on a quantum space X, then Hft can be thought of as an algebra of functions
on the total space of a linear bundle over X.
Further we will present a construction of irreducible *-representations of Uqgo
using what we call here quantum polarization.
Definition 1.6. Suppose that F is a Uq9 0-module *-algebra.
(1) A Uqg-module subalgebra P is called quantum polarization of F if F is gener-
ated by P and the subalgebra P~7" of Uqh-invariant elements in ~, and if PnfF " " = C.
(2) A quantum polarization P of F is called complex if P n P* = C. A quantum
polarization P of F is called real if P = P*.
Consider the subalgebra Pol(X)+ (resp. Pol(X)-) in Func(X)q generated by
vkUV 1 (resp. vkvr1), where vk are vectors of a Uq,-invariant basis in V. We will see in
examples that it plays the role of the algebra of holomorphic (resp. anti-holomorphic)
functions in the case of a complex polarization. The follwoing proposition is an
immediate consequence of the definitions.
Proposition 1.9. Pol(X) ( is a Uqg-module subalgebra in Func(X),.
Example 1.7. Suppose that, as in Example 1.1, g = sl(n + 1, C) (equipped with
the standard Lie bialgebra structure), and V is the highest weight Uqg-module corre-
sponding to the first fundamental weight wi. We keep the same notation as before.
Then Pol(X)+ is generated by
i = zlzi-1, (i = 1, 2,l..., n),
subject to the relations
4iQj = ffi, if i - jA | 1,
Respectively, Pol(X)j is generated by
z = 213 - ,  (i = 1, 2, ... , n),
subject to the relations
(i(3 = , if i - J : 1,
It is easy to write down explicit formulas for the action of Uqs[(n+1, C) in Pol(X)+,
but we will do it only in the special case of n = 1 (see the following example).
Example 1.8. When n = 1, Pol(X)+ is generated by a single element
C = zj zo = (qx - co)-ly, (2.36)
while Pol(X); is generated by
C = =oz 1 = 9(qx - co) - 1
The action of Uqs( 2 , C) in Pol(X)+ is given by
E f() qf - - f (q 2)
q- 
f (q-2) - f(C)F: f(C) -2 (q-2 - C
K :f (C) f (q -2).
The action of Uqr(2, C) in Pol(X)q is given by similar formulas. One can check
that the center of Uqsl(2, C) acts trivially in Pol(X)'.
Proposition 1.10. The Uqsl(n + 1, C)-module algebra Func(X), is generated by (i,
, (i = 1, 2,..., n), and the functions f(xz, x 2,..., Xn), subject to the relations
f(2f, .... Xn) = f (x 1, .. -,q-2Xi, Xi+l,7...Xn) 7,,
xz - q-22+1
q2X%=1 - Xz
X2 - Xz+1
(2.37)
(2.38)
For any real form Uqu(-) of Uq[l(n + 1, C), the involution (2.7) equips Func(X)q
with a Uqsu()-module *-algebra structure. The involution (2.7) is given by
Cl = zi, x* = xi.
In the next section we will consider first the simplest case of Uqsu(1, 1) to illustrate
the basic ideas. We will use them later to construct some irreducible *-representations
of Uqsu(T) which correspond to the dressing orbits of the minimal dimension. Let us
describe, therefore, the relations in th former, more special, case more explicitly.
Corollary 1.1. (1) For codo = 1, co, do E R, the Uqsu(1, 1)-module *-algebra
Func(Xco,do)q is generated by (, (*, and the functions f(x), subject to the relations
Cf(x) = f (q2 ) C,
x - q-ldo
x - q-c
(*f () = f (q-2 ) *,
x-qco
In particular, the following relation holds:
(• ((*) = q2( (•*•),
where
1 - 7t co(t) = =(2.41)S1- t do
(2) For codo = 1, co, do V R, the Uqsu(1, 1)-module *-algebra Func(Xco,do)q is
(2.39)
(2.40)
generated by C, ý, and the functions f(x) with the relations
f(x) = f (q2x) C, f(x) f (q - 2x) , (2.42)
x - q-'do x-qdo (2.43)
x - q-'co x-qco
* = (*( = 1, N* = C*C = 1. (2.44)
In particular, the following relation holds:
4 (c) = q2¢ (p ),
where 4•(t) is given by (2.41).
Proposition 1.11. (1) The Uqsu(T)-module subalgebra Pol(X) f is a quantum polar-
ization of Func(X)q.
(2) The quantum polarization Pol(Xco,do) of the Uqsu(1, 1)-module *-algebra
Func(Xco,do)q is complex when co and do are distinct real numbers and real when
co = d0.
Proof. This is an immediate consequences of Definition 1.6, Propositions 1.9 and
1.10, and Corollary 1.1. Thus, by Proposition 1.9, Pol(X)q is a Uqs[(n+1, C)-module
subalgebra in Func(X)q. By Proposition 1.10, Pol(X)ý: and (Pol(X)q)* generate
Func(X)q. But, as follows from (2.38), (Pol(X)f)* is generated by Pol(X)q and
the functions f(xo, ... , ,X+l) which are UqE4-invariant. The fact that the are no Uq4-
invariant elements in Pol(X)( besides constants follows from the explicit construction
of Pol(X)q. This proves the first statement of the proposition. The second state-
ment follows from Corollary 1.1 and the explicit formulas (2.22) and (2.23) for the
involutions * and *.
We will see later that Pol(X)q plays the role of the algebra of functions constant
along a certain polarization. In particular, when n > 1 and co, do E R (n = 1),
the corresponding polarization is complex, so that they are quantum analogs of the
algebras of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic functions. For the quantum one-sheet
hyperboloids co, do ý R (n = 1), however, the polarization is real, and Pol(Xco,do)q
are quantum analogs of the algebras of functions which are constant along the two
families of straight lines on the corresponding one-sheet hyperboloids.
2.5 Irreducible *-Representations Of UqSu(1, 1)
In this section we will construct irreducible *-representations of Uqsu(1, 1) associated
with the quantum spaces Xco,do. We assume that codo = 1.
As follows from (2.40) and (2.43), Func(Xco,do)q is generated as an algebra by (,
Q-1, and the functions f(x) (resp. by (*, (,*)-1, and the functions f(x), or by 4,
(-1, and f(x)), since we see that, for instance, * = x-d(-1. In particular, we seex-qco
that Func(Xco,do)q is generated by two distinguished subalgebras - Pol(Xco,do)* and
Func(Xco,do) nv
In the classical case the orbit method provides a geometric realization of the rep-
resentations in sections of a linear bundle with connection whose curvature coincides
with the symplectic form on the corresponding coadjoint orbit. It is a well-known
fact that for any symplectic form, such linear bundles with connection are param-
eterized by the local systems on the manifold. The construction of representations
of Uqsu(l, 1) which we give below can be considered as its quantum analog. We will
see that it ia based on the quantum moment map and a choice of character of the
commutative subalgebra Func(Xc,do)i" - the one generated by the functions f(x) -
which plays the role of a local system on the corresponding symplectic leaf.
Consider a *-homomorphism v: Func(Xco,do)in -+ C of the form
v: f(x) - f(vo), where Vo E R \ {0}.
It defines a one-dimensional Func(X,0,do) "-module C,. Consider the induced
Func(XO,do )q-module
I, = Ind ,,C,,,
where we use a shortened notation F = Func(X,do)q.
Proposition 1.12 The Func(Xco,do)q-module Yb is isomorphic to Pol(Xco,do): as a
Pol(Xco,d0o)-module (with respect to the left multiplications). Moreover, the action
of Func(Xco,do)q zn l,, is given by
( : f (() U ((), (2.45)
x : f(()i, - of (f(q-2) 1,, (2.46)
S q - 1 vof (Cq- 2 ) _ cof() -
y : f (()1, I 2 1,, (2.47)
qvof ((q-2) _ dof(C)
" : f (()v -+ qo 2 ),, (2.48)
where I, is realized as the span of monomials of the form ki,, where 1,, generates
Cv. Simzlar formulas hold if we realize HI, as the span of monomials of the form
((*)k IV or OT (
Proof. The first part of the proposition follows immediately from the construction.
The explicit formulas for the action of Func(Xco,do)q can be easily obtained by a
straightforward computation.
Note that by (2.2), the set of eigen-values for the action of x in 1-, is a part of the
geometric progression
9Xvo = (voq2k)kEZ-
Definition 1.7. Suppose that F is a *-algebra.
(1) We call a F-module H unitarizable if there exists a positive definite Hermitian
scalar product (,) in II such that
(avl, v2) = (vi, a*v2)
for any a E F and v1, v2 E .
(2) Suppose that H is a unitarizable F-module. Consider the Hibert space H which
is the completion of H. We say that the action of F in I defines a *-representation
7r of F in H if the action of any element a E F in H can be extended to a closed
operator 7r(a) in H.
Theorem 1.3. (1) Let 0 < co < do (the case of the quantum two-sheet hyperboloids
and the quantum cone). Suppose that neither x 2 = qco nor xo = q-ldo belongs to
mVo. Then there exzsts a scalar product ( , ) in II, making in into a simple unitarizable
Func(Xco,do)q-module if and only if no point of 9,,o lies in the interval (qco, qdo). The
corresponding scalar product in II, is given by
(f ()Iv, g(c)Iv) = V (g(O)*f ()), (2.49)
where v zs extended to Func(Xco,do)q by v(() = v ((*) = 0. Moreover, the action of
Func(Xco,do)q in I,, defines an irreducible *-representation of Func(Xco,do)q. The
spectrum of the linear operator representing the action of x in the corresponding
Hilbert space is equal to IVo U {0}.
(2) Let co = do ý R (the case of the quantum one-sheet hyperboloids). Then there
exists a scalar product (, ) in II, which makes it into a unitarizable Func(Xc,do)q-
module. It is given by (2.49). Moreover, the action of Func(Xco,do)q in H, defines
an irreducible *-representation of Func(Xco,do)q. The spectrum of the linear operator
representing the action of x in the corresponding Hilbert space is equal to 9~,V U {0}.
(3) Let 0 < co _ do. Suppose that qco E 9R, (resp. q-ldo E r,,). Then there
exists a scalar product (, ) in HI, which makes it into a unitarizable Func(Xco,do)q-
module. It is given by (2.49). Moreover, the action of Func(Xco,do)q in I, defines
an irreducible *-representation of Func(Xco,do)q. The spectrum of the linear operator
representing the action of x in the corresponding Hilbert space is equal to
, = {Coq 2k+l}, =0 U {0} (resp. 9_ = {doq- 2k-1= 0o).
Proof. It is easy to see that any monomial of the form Ckl, E Hr, is an eigen-vector
for the action of x with the eigen-value voq- 2k. At the same time (2.45)-(2.48) show
that the set of eigen-values of x, being a part of the geometric progression 9oo could
possibly be truncated only if either qco or q-ldo belong to ?Lo. This follows also from
(2.36). Therefore, we need to show only the unitarizability of HI,. We need to remind
some definitions.
Definition 1.8. Suppose that A is a Hopf *=algebra, F an A-module *-algebra. A
linear functional f -+ f f dL defined on a linear subset Fo of F is called an invariant
integral on F if the following properties are satisfied:
fafd = e(a) Jfd, f *d = fdp,
f J f* fd is a positive definite form on Fo,
for any a E A and f E Fo, where e is the counit in A.
The following lemma is well known.
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that A is a Hopf *-algebra, F an A-module *-algebra with
an invariant integral f dp : Fo -+ C. Consider the space L 2(F, dlj) consisting of all
f E F such that f f*fdI < co. Then L2 (F,dp) is a Hilbert space with the scalar
product given by
(f, g) = g*fd, (2.50)
and the action of F in L2 (F, dp~) by left multiplication defines a *-representation of
F.
Proposition 1.13. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.3 (1)-(2), the linear func-
tional
S(k f(x)di =t6 k,0 (q-1 - q) xf (x) (2.51)
is an invariant integral on Func(Xc,do)q. Similarly, under the assumptions of Theo-
rem 1.3 (3), the linear functional
J kf(x)dl- = k,O (q-1 - q) E xf(x) (2.52)
zs an invariant integral on Func(Xco,do)q.
Proof. Follows from the fact that J (qP) = J(K) = x, where p E Uqg is the half
of the sum of all positive roots. But it can also be checked by a straightforward
computation.
Proof of Theorem 1.3 (continued). Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Realize II, as a subspace in Func(Xco,do)q by mapping 1, into the function 6vo which
takes the value 1 at vo E 9Rvo and 0 at any other point of vo. It is easy to see that this
map intertwines the action of Func(Xo,do)q in Iv and itself by left multiplications.
By Lemma 1.1, (2.50) defines a *-representation of Func(Xo,do)q in 11, when f dpi
is of the form (2.51)-(2.52). Obviously, this representation is irreducible, since the
module H,- is simple. On the other hand, (2.40) forbids any point from the spectrum
of x to lie in the interval (qco, qdo).
The full list of irreducible *-representations of Uqsu(1, 1) was described in a number
of papers (cf. [21, 13, 14]). They are parameterized by the so-called spin parameter
1 E C and the parity ]EJ <- . The corresponding representations T1,, are subjects to
the symmetries
T, -T__I- 1, T, - TI+ 2•. •e.
log q '
They are divided into the following series:
1. principal continuous series: 1 = -. + ip,
2. complimentary series: 1 E (- , 0), Il < ill,
3. holomorphic discrete series: 1 - e E Z,
4. anti-holomorphic discrete series: 1 + E E Z,
5. strange series: Im = "log q
They are separated by the quantum quadratic Casimir element (2.34) which acts
as (q q- (q+1 q-1-1) and by the fact that any eigen-value of K in T,, is of the form(q--I -q)2
k+e
Note that the strange series does not survive in the classical limit. We will soon
see how it manifests itself in the language of the symplectic leaves in SU(1, 1)*.
Theorem 1.4. For any irreducible *-representation 7r of Func(Xco,do)q, 7r o J is an
irreducible *-representation of Uqsu(1, 1).
(1) The irreducible *-representations described in Theorem 1.3 (1) give rise to the
complimentary series representations if Vo > 0 and the strange series representations
if Vo < 0.
(2) The irreducible *-representations described in Theorem 1.3 (2) give rise to the
principal continuous series representations.
(3) The irreducible *-representations described in Theorem 1.3 (3) give rise to
the holomorphic discrete series representations when they correspond to 31+ and the
anti-holomorphic discrete series representations when they correspond to TI_.
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from (2.35) if we assume co = q'+2 and
do = q-l- and from (2.33), since any eigen-value of K will be an eigen-value of x.
Note that the principal continuous series representations correspond to the sym-
plectic leaves that are the halves (x > 0 and x < 0) of the one-sheet hyperboloids
Xco,do as described in Example 1.6. The holomorphic discrete series representations
and the strange series representations correspond to the halves (x < 0 and 0 < x < co)
of a sheet of the corresponding two-sheet hyperboloids y12 = (x - co)(x - do), while the
anti-holomorphic series representations correspond to the other sheet of the two-sheet
hyperboloid.
What is especially interesting is that the complimentary series representation ap-
pear in the case when a geometric progression 9RV can jump over the narrow interval
(qco, qdo). It looks as if in the quantum case the invariant measure can be extended
from one sheet of a quantum two-sheet hyperboloid onto another one, thus making
it 'connected'. We will call such quantum hyperboloids quantum tunnel hyperboloids.
Note that there is no classical construction that would realize the complimentary
series representations in the spirit of the orbit method.
As we consider the quasi-classical limit, we see that the choice of a geometric
progression reflects the value of the parity e of the corresponding irreducible *-
representation of Uqsu(1, 1). Therefore, we can think of the choice of C, as the choice
of a local system on the corresponding symplectic leaf in SU(1, 1)*. However, with
the 'tunnel effect' in mind, we see that certain choices of C, may not have any local
system as their quasi-classical analogs - those that give rise to the complimentary
series representations.
On the other hand, the observed correspondence between the symplectic leaves in
SU(1, 1)* and the representations of Uqsu(1, 1) depends on q, as d = q21+1. As we
keep the spin I of the representation fixed and take the limit q -+ 1, the corresponding
symplectic leaves face two options. Those which give rise to the strange series rep-
resentations will go to the infinity (which reflects the fact that there are no strange
series representations in the classical case). The rest will converge to the nilpotent
cone 1y12 = (x - 1)2. If we consider them as points in the corresponding orbifold, we
can look at the rate with which the corresponding curve in the orbifold converge to
the cone. It will be an orbit of the coadjoint action in su(1, 1)*. This gives us the
usual correspondence between the representations and coadjoint orbits described by
the classical orbit method. Except that the 'tunnel effect' will disappear in this limit.
2.6 Quantum Orbit Lattices and Irreducible ,-
Representations
Generalizing the ideas of the previous section, we get the following construction of
irreducible *-representations of Uqgo. Suppose that we have a Uqgo-module *-algebra
YF together with a surjective quantum moment map J : Uqgo --+ F and a polarization
P C F. Suppose also that the subalgebra P~" of Uqt-invariant elements in F is
commutative.
Consider a non-trivial one-dimensional *-representation X : P"' -+ C of F"f'.
Denote the corresponding one-dimensional P"-module by C,
. 
Consider the repre-
sentation of F in the induced module
WX = Ind,,.Cxx.
Proposition 1.14. The F-module W x is simple. It is isomorphic to P as a P-module
with respect to the left multzplications.
Proof. Indeed, by definition of complex polarization (cf. Definition 1.6), FZ"'V and
P generate F. On the other hand, p•"n and P don't have common elements besides
constants. Therefore, the map W x -+ P given by a.1x, -+ a for any a E P is an
isomorphism of P-modules, where ix is a generator of CX. It immediately follows
that W x is a simple F-module.
Suppose that there is an extension F of F by the functions on the spectrum of the
commutative subalgebra p~T . Suppose also that there exists an invariant integral
f du on a subspace F in F such that X belongs to the spectrum of its restriction to
the subspace ,n," of Uq ,-invariant elements. Extend X to a linear map ý : " - C by
ý(af) = 0 if a E 7, f E pF'" and a is not a constant. Suppose also that there is an
extension F" of F by the functions on the spectrum of the commutative subalgebra
PT",. Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1.5. (1) Under the above assumptions, the induced F-module W, is uni-
tarizable and gives rise to an irreducible *-representation rx, of F, with the scalar
product on Wchi given by
(a. ,, b.1x) = 2(b*a).
(2) Under the above assumptions, the composition J1 o 7rx is an irreducible *-
representation of Uqgo, where J" = J o 1D is a quantum moment map obtained by
twisting J by an automorphism 14 of the Uqeo-module *-algebra Uqgo.
(3) The znduced F-module Wx is not unitarizable if there is no invariant integral
on Func(X)q such that ý belongs to the spectrum of its restriction to Func(X)"nv.
Proof. The proof of the first part follows the ideas of the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Consider the function Jx on the spectrum of the restriction Po of the invariant integral
f dp which takes the value 1 at X and zero at any other point (it is easy to show that
the spectrum of lo is always the completion of a discrete set, and that the only limit
point it can have is zero). Then we can map Wx isomorphically into a P-submodule
in 'F so that 6. is the image of 1,
. 
It is easy to see that this map intertwines the
actions of the whole F.
The invariant integral f dp defines a scalar product (2.50) on F which makes it
into a unitarizable F-module. Since X belong to the spectrum of po, the restriction
of that scalar product to the isomorphic image of W, is non-degenerate. This proves
the statement (1) of the theorem.
To prove the third part, assume the contrary. Map W, isomorphically into a
P-submodule in F the same way as above. Define a linear functional on Finv n W,
by
f ý-+ (f.6X, bJ)
Since ~ is completely reducible as a Uqgo-module, we can extend that linear
functional to the whole ;F. It is easy to see that it will give us an invariant integral.
By construction, I belongs to its spectrum.
The second part is an immediate consequence of the first part of the theorem,
since the quantum moment map J is a surjective *-homomorphism.
Example 1.9. For any quantum polarization Pol(X)* of the Uqsu()-module *-algebra
Func(X), considered in the preceeding sections, all the conditions of Theorem 1.5
are satisfied. Thus, we can construct irreducible *-representations of Uqsu(g) starting
from one-dimensional *-representations of Func(X)inV.
There is a map from the spectrum of Func(X)i"n to 4[* by taking the restriction
of Jo X to Uqi for any. Denote the image of X by ý. Apparently, ý belongs to t*, the
dual space to the Lie algebra of the maximal torus T in G. We know that X must
belong to the spectrum of the restriction of an invariant integral f d/p to Func(X)v'.
We see from (2.17)-(2.19) that the action of Uqg induces shifts on the spectrum of
Func(X)a ' which correspond to shifts by the root vectors on I*.
Therefore, the image in I* of the spectrum of f dj is a subset of the shifted root
lattice X + R, where R is the root lattice in 4*. It is easy to see that any character
of Func(X)an" which corresponds to a point from the same subset gives rise to a
unitary equivalent irreducible *-representation of Uqsu(T). Therefore, we only need to
investigate the conditions on a subset of ý + R to be the image of the spectrum of an
invariant integral.
For any p E G*, let O, be the set of points of the form S, (p9 ), where p t-+ p9
represents the left dressing action of g E G (whenever g can act on p - it is not always
defined globally), and S, is the action of the Weyl group W on G*. Denote by Pp, the
projection of Op, onto H* C G*. Similarly, denote by Pp the projection onto i* C g*
of the union of all W-translations of the coadjoint orbit passing through p E g*.
Definition 1.9. Let R be the root lattice in 4*.
(1) We call a subset Q C 4* of the form X + R R-connected if for any two points
a, b E Q, there exists a sequence ao = a, a, ..., a,, = b such that ak+1 - ak is a root for
any k- 1, ..., n.
(2) For any p E G*, an orbit lattice is a subset Q of X + R, where s E t, which
satisfies the following condition: Q C P, and whenever a E Q, a + a E Q for any
simple root a, unless a belongs to a part of the boundary of Pp formed by a hyperplane
orthogonal to a.
(3) For any p E G*, a quantum orbit lattice is a subset Q of q,+R, where X E t4,
which satisfies the following condition: Q C P, and whenever q E Q, qa±: E Q for
any simple root a, unless qa belongs to a part of the boundary of Pp formed by a
hyperplane orthogonal to a.
Consider the quotient of Uqgo over the ideal generated by the elements of the form
z - ý(z), for any central element z. By Drinfeld's duality, we can consider Uqgo as the
quantum algebra of functions on the dual Poisson Lie group GO. As a special case of a
more general construction described in [1], fix the new generators E( = hE,, F, = hF,,
and H, = hH,, where q = e- h and Ki = q-H,. Then by taking the quasi-classical
limit h '-+ 0, we get a subset in G*. It is easy to show that it is of the form Pp .
Denote it by Z x.
Theorem 1.6 (1) A one-dimensional *-representation X of Func(X)q gives rise to
an irreducible *-representation of Uqgo (via the construction described in Theorem
1.5) if and only if Q = q±+R n Z x is a quantum orbit lattice for Z x .
(2) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the unitary equivalence classes of
irreducible *-representations of Uqsu(1, 1) and the pairs (Pp, Q), where p E SU(1, 1)*
and Q is a quantum orbit lattice in P,.
(3) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the unitary equivalence classes
of irreducible *-representations of Usu(1, 1) and the pairs (Pp, Q), where p E su(1, 1)*
and Q is an orbit lattice in P,.
Proof. We know that the support Q of the restriction to Func(X)'"n of any invariant
integral on Func(X)q is a subset of qa+R for some 0. If qa E Q and qa+k' V Q, where
a, is a simple root, then Ei6a = 0, where 6a is the function on Q taking value 1 at qa
and zero otherwise. But this precisely means that qa lies on the part of the boundary
of Z x formed by a hyperplane orthogonal to ai. Similarly, if qa E Q and qa-", V Q,
then Fi6a = 0 and we get the same.
Thus we see that there exists an invariant integral on Func(X)q such that j
belongs to the spectrum of its restriction to Func(X)'nv if and only if Q is a quantum
root lattice for ZX. By Theorem 1.5, this is the sufficient and necessary condition for
W, to give rise to an irreducible *-representation of Uqo.
The parts (2) and (3) are immediate consequences of the first part and the fact
that the irreducible *-representations of Uqsu(1, 1) listed in Theorem 1.4 form a full
list together with the trivial representation. But the latter arises from the trivial
quantum orbit lattice (the unit element in G*).
Example 1.10. For go = su(1, 1) the orbit lattices are the sets of one of the following
forms, where a is the simple root:
* a + ka, where a > 0 and k is a non-negative integer, for the coadjoint orbit
passing through a,
* a - kca, where a < 0 and k is a non-positive integer, for the coadjoint orbit
passing through a,
* a + ka, where - < a < and k is any integer, for the coadjoint orbits passing
through any of the points between -a and a,
* a+ka, for any integer k, for any coadjoint orbit which is a one-sheet hyperboloid,
* 0.
According to Theorem 1.4, the orbit lattices of the first kind give rise to the
anti-holomorphic discrete series representations, those of the second kind to the holo-
morphic discrete series representations, those of the third kind correspond to the
tunnel effect giving rise to the complementary series representations, while those of
the forth kind give rise to the principal continuous series representations. Of course,
the trivial coadjoint orbit corresponds to the trivial representation.
In the quantum case, there are more sets of the form Pp C G* than there are sets
of the form P, E g9. And, respectively, those quantum orbit lattices which come with
the others correspond to the strange series representations.
Chapter 3
Super-Tensor Products
3.1 Algebras m+, e and their *-Representations.
The Hopf *-algebra 9+ = C[SU(1, 1)]q is the pair (1m,*), where 9m= C[SL2(C)]q (cf.
[1]) is the Hopf algebra generated by all the matrix elements of finite-dimensional
representations of the quantum enveloping algebra Uqs[2(C) (cf. [1, 5]), * is the
antilinear involutive algebra antiautomorphism and coalgebra automorphism of 9%
given below.
Recall that 9t is generated by tj (i, j = 1, 2) and relations
t1112 = qt12t 11 ,
t12t22 - qt 22 t12,
t1 2 t2 1 = t21t12, t11t 22 -
t11t 21
t 21 t 22
t 22 t11
- qt21tll
- qt 22t 21
= (q - q- 1)tl2t 2i
tilt 22 - qt 1 2 t 21 = 1
A(t43) = E tk 9k tk,2
k-=1,2
t21 t 22
t22
-qt21i
E(tj3) = c5ij
-qt142
tii I
(3.1)
where A is the comultiplication, S the antipode, and e the counit.
The antilinear involutive algebra antiautomorphism * given by
t11 = t 2 2, t12 = qt2 1  (3.2)
equips 9+ with a Hopf *-algebra structure, i.e. the following conditions are satisfied
(what is referred to as *'s being coalgebra automorphism):
(ab)* = b*a* , A(a*) = A(a)*
=2(a) , =(a*)=E(a)
for each a, b E where
&(a)= (S(a))*
(cf. [4, 13, 14, 21]).
The quasi-classical analog of 9+ is the algebra of regular functions on the real
Poisson Lie group SU(1, 1) considered as the pair (SL2 (C), w) where w is an involutive
antiholomorphic Poisson Lie group automorphism of SL2 (C) such that SU(1, 1) =
{g E SL 2(C) I w(g) = g}.
Consider the *-algebra 9t_ = (9%, ý) where • is the antilinear involutive algebra
antiautomorphism of 91 given by
tt l=-t = -t 22  t0_2 -t*2=-qt21 (3.3)
Note that 0 is not a coalgebra automorphism, so that 9t_ is not a Hopf *-algebra.
The quasi-classical analog of 9%_ is the algebra of regular functions on the left Poisson
coset SU(1, 1). w E SL 2 (C) where w =
-1 0
We will see soon that *-representations of 9%± are usually given by unbounded
operators. That is why one should carefully introduce the notion of *-representation
of 9%±.
Definition 2.1. Suppose that % is a *-algebra, b a Hilbert space. A left (right)
Qt-module V dense in S5 is called unitarizable left (right) tL-module if'
(a.v,, v2) = (vl, a*.v 2 ) (3.4)
for each a E 2t, v1, V2 E V.
Throughout the chapter we use the notation x = tl2t 21 . This element generates
the subalgebra of spherical functions on the quantum group (see [13, 14, 28]).
Definition 2.2. A unitarizable left (resp. right) 9±-module V is called self-adjoint
if the operator defined on V by the action of a admits closure (denoted av(a)) for
any a E N±, and the operator av(x) is self-adjoint.
Definition 2.3. (1) Two self-adjoint unitarizable left (right) 9%±-modules V and V'
are said to be closure equivalent if av(a) = av , (a) for any a E 91±.
(2) A *-representation of 91± is a closure equivalence class of self-adjoint unitariz-
able left 9%+-modules (right ones give rise to *-antirepresentations).
(3) We say that a *-representation a is irreducible if any representative of a in the
corresponding closure equivalence class is irreducible, and that a is unitarily equivalent
to a' if there exist such representatives V and V' of a and a' respectively that V is
unitarily equivalent to V'.
The category of unitarizable left 9±-modules admits tensor product which equips
it with the monoidal category structure. Given two unitarizable left 9t%,-modules V,
and V2, we define their tensor product as the unitarizable left 9t,,, 2-module V1 0 V2
sucg that
a : v1 0 v2 ý+- A(a).(vl 0 v2)
for any a E 91,,12 and vi E Vi.
However, the category of unitarizable left 9±-modules does nto prove to be helpful
'The dot is the notation for the action on the module.
in construct a quantum topological group because of an immense set of unitary equiv-
alence classes of irreducible unitarizable left 9±+-modules. Indeed, as we will see later,
the tensor product of two simple unitarizable left 9t±-modules usually is irreducible,
which contradicts the geometrical intuition which tells us that the product of the two
symplectic leaves corresponding to the tensor factors is not a single symplectic leaf
anymore.
However, *-representations in their turn proved to be somewhat inconvenient. As
is shown in Section 4, given two *-representations 71, 7r2, the unitarizable module
V, , 9 V® em is not self-adjoint in general. Moreover, there does not exist a self-
adjoint unitarizable left module V which extends this tensor product within the same
Hilbert space, i.e. such that V,,1  V,, C V C 7i = Vr,1  V7 ,.
Essentially, that means that there is no way to define a natural tensor product
in the category of *-representations of 9+. But, according to the observation,, out-
lined in the introduction, there is another structure - that os so-called super-tensor
products.
Proposition 2.1. (1) Each irreducible *-representation of 91+ is unitarily equivalent
to one of the following:
* one-dimensional *-representations . (c E [0, 27)), given by
(tll t12 ev 0
t21 22 0 e- 'w
* infinite-dimeonional *-representations r+,('3) (c E [0, 2w), E (-2, ])
given by
)(t) (1 + q2k+20-1i) L- 1
e+)(tl2) +  e qk++n + e (3.5)
7r()(t21) ek - eq k+-e1
+ + 2 ek+,1)
where {ek }k~z is a certazn orthonormal basis of the space of representation.
(2) Each irreducible *-representation of 9_ is unitarzly equivalent to one of the
infinite-dimensional *-representations ir. (p E [0, 27r)) given by
.-(tul) e- ý- i(q2 (k+l) -
7 (tl42)'e k  - e"q -kek (3.6)
r (t21) : ek  -+ e-zWq-k-lek
S(t22) : e- i (q-2k _ k- 1
where {ek }kEZ+ is a certain orthonormal basis of the space of representation.
The proof is quite standard and is based on the idea that, given an irreducible
*-representation 7r, the spectrum of 7r(x) is the closure of a segment of a geometric
progression with multiplier q2 (because of t1jx = q2xt 11, t22x= q-2xt 22 ).
Thus, we see that
spec 7r+'()(x) = ( U {0} , spec ir(x) = (_)
spec C,(x) = {0}
where A) = {q 2(k+#)}keZ, M_ = -Q2k+1kEZ+.
Remark 2.1. Denote V+ '(P) and V;- the self-adjoint unitarizable left modules gener-
ated by {ek}kEz and {e k}kEZ+ respectively.
Consider the *-algebra 6 = 9+ E9 ~_. It is easy to check that it can be equipped
with a Hopf *-algebra structure as follows:
A(a, 0) = E(a'k, 0) 0 (a", 0) + Z(0, a'k) (0, a')
k k
A(0, a) = -(a'k, 0) ® (0, a") + "(0, a'k) (a", 0)
k k
S (a, b) = (S (a), S (b)) , ec(a,b) = e(a)
(a, b E m9) whenever A(a) = Ek ak ® ak.
The Hopf *-algebra 6 is a quantum analog of the algebra of regular functions on
the Poisson Lie group SU(1, 1) U SU(1, 1) -w ~ SU(1, 1) > Z2, the action of Z2 on
SU(1, 1) given by conjugation by w, which is nothing but the normalizer of SU(1, 1)
in SL2 (C).
We call a unitarizable left e-module *-representation, if its restrictions to both 91+
and 9_ give rise to *-representations of 9%. It is easy to see that each *-representation
of 6 is the direct sum of its restrictions to 1+ and 91_, and the set of unitary equiva-
lence classes of irreducible *-representations of 6 is just the union of those of 9+ and
9%-.
Note that irreducible *-representations of 9+ and m_ are pairs (E, /cr) where E
is a symplectic leaf of SU(1, 1) or SU(1, 1) • w respectively, 3r, is a character of the
fundamental group rl (E) of the leaf. Their quasi-classical analogues are realized in
the sections of the corresponding linear bundles.
In particular, C. corresponds to the one-dimensional leaf , while
0 e - '
7r+(0) corresponds to the pair (E+ , 3 E R/Z) where E+ is the two-dimensional sym-
plectic leaf of SU(1, 1) given by t12 # 0, argtl2 = pý (note that E+ is equivalent to
the outer part 'D+ = {z E C I Izl > 1} of the unit disc). At last, r, corresponds to
the two-dimensional symplectic leaf E. of SU(1, 1) given by t12 # 0, argt 12 = c (note
that E. is equivalent to the inner part )D_ = {z E CI IzI < 1} of the unit disc).
It is a little bit more convenient to parameterize irreducible *-representations
of E by quadruples (W, C, E, Pr) where W corresponds to a point of the maximal
torus To C SU(1, 1) of diagonal matrices, C is a Schubert cell of the flag manifold
SL 2 (C)R/B - CP 1 (where B is the Borel subgroup of the upper-diagonal matrices),
namely, {oo} or C, E is a non-degenerate symplectic leaf of C (that is, such that
dimE = dimC), namely, {oo} or D) respectively, Or is a character of 7r(E). The non-
degenerate symplectic leaves of the flag manifolds are the images of the corresponding
symplectic leaves of SU(1, 1) > Z2 C SL 2(C) via the canonical projection.
Remark 2.2. From now on we fix p and consider the subcategory C, of such *-repre-
sentations of E that the spectrum of a(x) is a subset of 9R) U 9~m- U {0} for each
*-representation a from Co. Sometimes 3 will be omitted for convenience in such
expressions as 7r+ ,( ) , V+, ( ) and the like.
3.2 The Normalizer of a Quantum Real Form.
Let Go be a real form of a simple complex Lie group G such that there exists a compact
Cartan subgroup of Go2, go and g the Lie algebras of Go and G respectively. Recall
that go = {~ E g I wo(ý) = -ý* = (} and Go = {g E G I w(g) = g} where wo is an
antilinear involutive automorphism of g, and w is the corresponding antiholomorphic
involutive automorphism of G.
Choose a compact Cartan subalgebra t C go, and let 4 = t(it be the corresponding
Cartan subalgebra in g. Let g = n+ eD , e n_ be the Cartan decomposition of g with
respect to I (which depends, of course, on the choice of positive roots).
Throughout the paper we consider the standard Poisson Lie group structure on Go
given by the Manin triple (gR, go, g0) where g* = n+ E it. Both go and g* are isotopic
with respect to the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear scalar product on gR given by
imaginary part of the Killing form (the definition of Manin triple can be found in [1]).
The quantization of this Poisson Lie group structure is the quantum algebra
0o = C[Go]q of regular functions. Recall that 0o = (2t, *) where 2 = C[G]q is
the Hopf algebra generated by matrix elements of finite-dimensional representations
of the quantum universal enveloping algebra Uqg (cf. [1]), * = S o & where ( is the
quantization of wo. Various examples of quantum real forms (and imaginary ones,
that is when I q = 1) can be found in [4].
Remark 2.3. Note that if we consider the standard Poisson Lie group structures
corresponding to different choices of positive roots of t4, we get, in general, non-
isomorphic Poisson Lie groups parameterized by W/W1 where W is the Weyl group
2This condition is necessary to consider a quantum real form (that is, when q E R \ {0}). For
instance, in the case Go = SL, (R) (cf. [4]) we would have a quantum imaginary form instead (that
is, when I q I = 1).
of g with respect to j, W1 is a subgroup of W described below in the section.
For instance, when G = SLm+,(C) and Go = SU(m, n), the non-equivalent
standard Poisson Lie group structures on SU(m, n) give rise to quantum algebras
of regular functions introduced in [4] and denoted there by C[SU(±l, ±1,..., il)]q
where the number of pluses and the number of minuses are m and n respectively.
Consider the double Poisson Lie group structure on GR considered as a real group.
Namely, we see from the above Manin triple that gR is the double Lie algebra with
respect to go. The induced real Poisson Lie group structure on GR is given by the
Manin triple (gR E gR, , go go) where gR is embedded into gR E gR as the diagonal.
Recall that the subgroup of zero-dimensional symplectic leaves of Go is the maxi-
mal compact torus To = exp t, and that of GR is the maximal torus T = exp b. The
center Zo of Go (which coincides with the center of G in the case when there exists a
compact Cartan subgroup of Go) is a finite subgroup of To.
As is well known, there exists a natural isomorphism i : T -+ T such that iTo = To
and i3o = Zo where 30o is the intersection of To with the center of 21*.
Given a left (or right) pre-semishadow (C[G]q, t), (t E To, consider its quasi-
classical analog (C[G], ft,) where t' = i(t), fIt' (g) = f(wti(g)-l), wt,(g) = w(gt') (or
wt' (g) = w(t'g) respectively). As follows from Theorem 3.1 (3), the set of equivalence
classes of irreducible *-representations of this Poisson algebra, i.e. the set Xt, =
{g E GR I wt, (g) = g}, must be either empty or coincide with a Poisson left coset
Gou C GR (or a Poisson right coset uGo respectively).
It is clear that the left (right) pre-semishadow (C[G]q, qt) is a left (right) sem-
ishadow if and only if X t, is not empty. Hence, shadows correspond to such Poisson
cosets that Gou = uGo what means that u belongs to the normalizer of Go.
We see that a left coset Gou is the set of fixed points with respect to the involution
g ý w(g u- 1) -u = w(g) -w(u-1)u. Therefore, it is a Poisson submanifold of GR if
and only if w(u- 1)u is a zero-dimensional symplectic leaf of G, that is, w(u-1)u E T
(in fact, it belongs to To), what is the direct analog of Theorem 3.2.
It is easy to show that it is equivalent to u E GoN(T) where N(T) is the normalizer
of T. Therefore, equivalence classes of left semishadows of C[Go]q are parameterized
by Go\GoN(T)/T - Wo \ W where W is the Weyl group of g, Wo is the subgroup
of W (not normal in general) generated by simple reflections with respect to compact
roots. Analogously one can show that right semishadows are naturally parameterized
by W/Wo.
As to the shadows, they correspond to such u E GR that w(u-')u belongs not
simply to To but to Zo. This means that ugu - 1 = w(u)gw(u) - ' for each g E G. It
follows that the conjugation by u commutes with w, therefore, u E NG(Go) where
NG(Go) is the normalizer of Go in G.
Thus, we see that shadows of C[Go]q are parameterized by the finite group W =
NG(Go)/Go. Note that W is in fact abelian, since the homomorphism ? : W -+ Zo
induced by T : NG(Go) -+ Z, g '-+ w(g-')g is easily seen to be injective.
Let us return to the quantum picture. One can show that the involution on C[G]q
which defines the left semishadow corresponding to Wow (w E W) can be given by
= 7Z(CI- ) o * o R(ib) (3.1)
where wv- is the element of the quantum Weyl group corresponding to w E W. Analo-
gously, for the right semishadow corresponding to wWo one has
S= £(-1) o * o C£(i) (3.2)
The quantum Weyl group was introduced in [26] and studied, for instance, in
[8, 16, 24, 25, 26]. Recall that the quantum analog of w E W is a certain Gelfand-
Naimark-Segal state i E C[G]* with respect to certain irreducible representations of
C[G]q and certain vectors in the spaces of the representations.
As far as the shadows are concerned, note that ~W __ W1/Wo where W1 is the
subgroup of W which consists of the elements whose action on r commutes with
the Cartan involution 9 = wo o wo,com,p and preserves roots of t in l. Therefore, the
involution on C[G], which defines the shadow corresponding to tD E W can be given
by either (4.1) or (3.2) where w E W1 represents C.
Recall that the homomorphism t : W -+ Zo is injective. Therefore, the shadows
corresponding to distinct elements of W are not equivalent. Note also that, if Go is
compact, W is trivial.
Let us summarize the obtained results in the following statements.
Theorem 2.1. (1) The equivalence classes of left semishadows of C[Go]q are param-
eterized by Wo\W, wzth the involution on C[G]q given by (4.1) where w represents
the corresponding coset from Wo\W.
(2) The equivalence classes of right semishadows of C[Go]q are parameterized by
W/Wo, with the involution on C[G]q given by (3.2) where w represents the corre-
sponding coset from W/Wo.
(3) The equivalence classes of shadows of C[Go]q are parameterized by the finite
abelian group W ý_ W1/Wo - NG(Go)/Go, with the involution on C[G]q given by
either (4.1) or (3.2) where w E W1 represents the corresponding element of W1/Wo.
Remark 2.4. (1) The quasi-classical analogues of the left (or right) semishadows of
C[Go]q are the algebras of regular functions on the Poisson left (or right) cosets of
the form Gow (or wGo respectively) where w E N(T).
(2) The quasi-classical analogues of the shadows of C[Go]q are the algebras of
regular functions on the connected components of NG(Go) = Go > W, the normalizer
of Go in G.
Now we are going to construct the quantum algebra C[Go X W]q of regular func-
tions on the quantum disconnected group Go X W. It is given by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Define a *-algebra C[Go X> I]q as the coproduct of all its shadows in
the category of *-algebras:
C[Go IXt]q = ( (C[G]q, ~e) (3.3)
fV E VV
where ýt defines the shadow corresponding to 8f E W. This means that all the
summands in (3.3) are *-subalgebras of the coproduct, and the product of any elements
from dzstznct summands is zero.
The following formulae define a Hopf *-algebra structure on C[Go >1 W]q,:
(j,(a)) = Z ( 9j1 ®j 2)A(a) (3.4)
S(j() -(a)) = -1 (S a)) , E(jc(a)) = Ji7,E(a)
where 'if E I, a E C[G],, j : C[G]q -+ C[Go0 XT ]q is the embedding of the 7D@-th
summand in (3.3).
Remark 2.5. When Go = SU(1, 1), the Hopf *-algebra C[Go X W]q is nothing but
the Hopf *-algebra e = C[SU(1, 1) X Z2]q.
Remark 2.6. Note that the group W is usually too small for the above construction
to be sufficient to obtain a result in the general case similar to the result obtained in
the following sections in the case Go = SU(1, 1). For instance, when Go = SU(m, n),
W _ Z2 if m = n and is trivial otherwise. So, while there are embeddings of SU(2)'s
and SU(1, 1)'s into Go corresponding to the embeddings of sl(2)-triples into g, they
cannot be lifted to embeddings of the normalizers.
Recall, however, that we have several standard Poisson Lie group structures on
Go. They all induce the same Poisson Lie group structure on their double group GR,
so they can be considered as different Poisson Lie subgroups of GR. It seems to be
likely that a generalization of the result obtained in the present paper might involve
in some sense all those Poisson Lie subgroups and their normalizers.
3.3 Geometric Realization of Tensor Products of
Unitarizable Modules.
Throughout Sections 3 and 4 we consider the case of E = C[SU(1, 1) > Z2]q. In
this section we make use of the left quantum adjoint action in order to obtain some
geometric realization of tensor products of irreducible self-adjoint unitarizable left
G-modules. In the subsequent section this realization enables us to construct the
*-representations (1.1),(1.2) of 6.
We call sometimes an 6-module m9%-module if the action of 9% C 6 on it is trivial.
Let Funq be the *-algebra generated by t,3 (i, j = 1, 2), functions of a real variable
x, relations (3.1) and
tiif(x) = f(xq2)t11 , t 12f(x) = f(x)t 12
t22f() = f(xq-2)t 22 , t2 f (z) = f(z)t 21
t12t21 = x
with the involution given by (3.2) on Fun+ and by (3.3) on Fun-.
The 9%+-module *-algebra structure can be obviously extended from 91 C Funq
to the whole Funq.
Consider the 9%-module *-algebra Fun(li)± of Funi generated by y = tlltl2,
y* = q2t22t21, and functions of x. Note that the involutions * and ý coincide on
Fun(ti)±, therefore, Fun(?i)+ = Fun(li)- which we denote simply Fun(?i)q from
now on.
Fun(W)q first appeared in [14] as an algebra of functions on a quantum two-sheet
hyperboloid W. One of its sheets can be realized as SU(1, 1)/To and the other one as
SU(1, 1) w / To where w = 1
-1 0
What we consider is a quantum analog of the transformation of the hyperboloid
W-= {x E R, y E C I y12 = x(x + 1)} such that its symplectic leaf {x > 0} turns into
9+ = {izl > 1}, the leaf {x < -1} into 2D_ = {I1z < 1}, and the zero-dimensional
leaf {x = 0, y = 0} goes away into infinity oo E CP1 ~ SL 2(C)R/B D (SU(1, 1) >1
Z2)/To where B is the Borel subgroup of upper-triangular matrices.
Namely, consider the m+-module *-algebra Fun(C)q generated by z = t l l t1, z* =
t22 t21 and functions of r = x- 1. In the new generators the relations look as follows:
zf (r) = f(rq-2)z ,zz = 1 + q-r (3.1)
z*f(r) = f (rq2)z* zz = 1 +qr
t 11 : zkf(r) qk+lzk(1 + q- 1r)f(rq-2) - f(r)
r
t12 zkf(r) -k-lk+l (r1 ) - f(rq
2 )
r
t21 (*)kf(r) qk+1 (z*)k+l (rq-2) - f(r) (3.2)
r
rqkl(Z,)kf(r) - (1 + qr)f(rq2)
t22 (z*)kf() -- _k-1(Z*)k
r
where k E Z (as follows from (3.1), z - 1 = z*(1 + q-1 r)-l).
There are the following unitary equivalence classes of infinite-dimensional irre-
ducible *-representations of Fun(C)q: r+ (the restriction of 7r+ ) corresponding to
D+ and 7r- (the restriction of 7r) corresponding to VD_. There are also the one-
dimensional *-representations z + e'- , z* -+ e-' , f(r) '-+ f(O) corresponding to the
points of S1 = {IzI = 1}.
Let C,(VD+)() and C'(TD-)q be the ideals in Fun(C)q generated by those func-
tions of r whose supports are finite subsets of the geometric progressions 9n(-/) =
{q 2(k-)} kEZ and 9A_ = {-q 2 k+l1 kz, respectively (which are the sets of eigen-values
of r in the corresponding *-representations ir+,(1) and r-).
It is easy to see that Ce"(D•)q is an 9+-module *-algebra. By the construction,
it can be thought of as a quantum analog of the algebra of smooth functions in D±
with compact supports.
Definition 2.4. Suppose that o0 is a Hopf *-algebra, F is an 2o-module *-algebra.
A linear functional v : F -+ C is called quasi-invariant integral on F if there exists
a positive group-like element X E Wt such that
v(a.f) = (x,a)v(f) (3.3)
v(f*) =v(f) , v(f*f) > (f O)
for each a E 20, f E F.
If X = 1, v is called invariant integral on F.
Proposition 2.2. The linear functional v : C,'(D±)q -4 C given by
v±(f) = (q-1 _ q) . tr 7r(fr)
is a quasz-invariant integral on C,' (D±),q, the associated element X E N* gzven by
x = X2 = XOXo where the group-like element Xo is given by
1l t12 q2 0(Xo, I=
t21 t22  0 q-2
Proof. It is easy to see that
V•(zkf(r)) = 6k,O' (q-1 - q) - E f(r)r (3.4)
rE9J•+
The remainder of the proof is just a straightforward computation with use of (3.2)
and (3.4). One can show that the quasi-invariant integral is unique up to multiplying
by a positive constant.
It is easy to see that the irreducible *-representation 7r± of C,(D•()q is faithful
and unique up to unitary equivalence. Therefore, C '(D±)q can be identified with
the image
F(VY) = CM(E±)qlV±
which is the algebra of such linear operators in V± that their matrices with respect
to the canonical basis {eT} contain finitely many non-zero elements.
Let us equip F(Vf) with an 9+-module structure by twisting that on C. (-±),:
a: fv2 ± -+ (7(a).f)Iv, (3.5)
where a E 91+, f E C,(D±)q and -y = 1Z(Xo ) is an automorphism of m.
Consider the scalar product on Y(V*) given by
(fi, f2) = v±(fifl) (3.6)
Theorem 2.3. The a9+-module 1F(V±) is unitarizable and unitary equivalent to
Vw 0 + V,, a unztary intertwiner given by
em en F- (q(m-n)e (f)1 -I (3.7)
1
x (-qr ) 2 •m)zT(m-n) 6()
where r(+) = q- 2(n+l) E 9 r(-p ) = _q 2n+1 E 9_, and 6(±)(r) is the "6-function"
on 9x± which takes the value 1 at the point r(±) and 0 at all other points, (a)a =
(a)o/ (q2aa)o, (a)o - -k- 0 (1 - aq2k).
Proof. That F(V±) is unitarizable is provided by (3.3),(3.5) and (3.6).
Let us prove that F(Vf) is unitarily equivalent to Vf ® V~,. Consider the
conjugate -%+-module (Vf)* defined as follows:
(a.P, v) = (0, S(a).v)
for each a E %+, 0 E (Vf)*, v E V±. Note that (Vf)* is not unitarizable.
Since the action of 91+ on CýO(D±)q comes from the quantum adjoint action, we
see that the a9+-modules COO(D±)q and V ®0 (Vf)* are equivalent, the intertwiner
being given by the obvious identifications of these both to a space of finite-dimensional
linear operators in V±. As soon as we twist the action on C'(D±)q so as to get the
action on T(V±), this intertwiner becomes a unitary operator.
Recall now that A(-y(a)) = (id -y)A(a) for each a E 9+. Therefore, F(Vf) is
unitarily equivalent to V± ® (Vt); where (Vt); is the unitarizable module obtained
from (Vf)* by twisting the action of 9%+ by y. It is an easy computation to see that
(V,)* is unitary equivalent to V,'+, the unitary intertwiner given by
J: en ý.+ (q- q)- i r I - n
where {JIf} is the basis of (V,$)* dual to the basis {e,} of V± (that is, (V±, e±) -
6mn). This proves our assertion.
The explicit expression (3.7) is obtained as follows. The right hand side is equal to
(q-' 0-q)- ir, I Emn where Emn is the operator in V± given by Enmn : e 6 knem.
Now we use the formulae (3.5),(3.6).
Let F(V±, V:) and F(V±, V ) be the vector spaces of such linear operators from
V to V± and to V respectively that their matrices with respect to the canonical
bases {e(} contain finitely many non-zero elements. Consider the 9-module structure
on F(V±, V±) and F(V±, V:ý) given by
a: f - r± (ra' (a'k)f w~(S(y(a'"))) and
Wc 1 k I
k
a : f 7-4 Zl(a'k)f 2 (S(y(a"'))) respectively
k
whenever A(a) = Ek a'k a" (and, therefore, A(7y(a)) = Ek ak ® y(ak)).
Consider the scalar products on F(V , V±) and F(V±, Vr) given by
(fl, f2) = v±((fl, f2)F) where (f, f2)F = f2*f
is an F(V~)-valued scalar product which is F(V~)-linear with respect to the right
action of F(V2).
The idea of the proof of the following theorem does not differ significantly from
that of the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.4. (1) The 9+-module .(V±, Vi) is unitarizable and unitarily equiva-
lent to V± ® V/+f2'
(2) The 9_-module F(V±, VT) is unitarizable and unitarily equivalent to VF 9\Y/ IU~J,-IIUI~UYUIJ V2 7 W1cP
3.4 Super-Tensor Products of Irreducible
*-Representations.
Now we use the geometric realization of tensor products of irreducible self-adjoint
unitarizable e-modules obtained in the previous section in order to construct the
super-tensor products (1.1) and (1.2). But first we explain why we cannot correctly
define tensor products otherwise.
The following result (actually, its R9+-part) was first obtained in [30]. We give
another proof based on the geometric realization what provides us also with a nice
quasi-classical analogues of the results.
Theorem 2.5. (1) There does not exist a self-adjoint unitarizable 9+-module V
dense in the Hilbert space b = V, ® V,±+ and such that
V± D V, c V
(2) There does not exist self-adjoint unitarizable a9%-modules V± dense in the
Hilbert spaces S+ = V4 ® V+•+ and A_ = V- ® V+, 2 respectively and such that
V ® & Vr c2V , V, V ,, c V_
Remark 2.7. In other words, there is no correctly defined tensor products V,f V,+
and VF 0 VA
.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. (2) Consider the action of x = t 12t 21 in the subspace of b
generated by the vectors of the form eo 0 e±. By (3.7), the closure of this operator
is unitary equivalent to the closure of the operator given by the action of -y(x) = x in
the subspace of C'(D+)q generated by functions f(r).
The L2-closure of this subspace is L 2(9±, dv±) where the measure dv± is given
V±7r+W2
by ff (r)dv± = v±u(f(r)) and 9m+ is supposed to be 9 n(- (recall that r = x- 1 ). By
(3.2), our operator is the minimal closed operator in this space given by the second
order q-difference expression
x: f(r) ý- (-1 _ q)2 -D(1 + r)Df(r) (3.1)
where (Df)(r)= (rq)- )
This operator is symmetric but not self-adjoint. Therefore, V, ®9 V•, does not
give rise to a *-representation of 9+. Assume that there exists a self-adjoint extension
V of V± 09 Vrw, and come to a contradiction.
By the assumption, the closure a(x) of the operator given by the action of x in
V restricted to L2(9x±, dvi) is a self-adjoint extension of the minimal closed operator
given by (3.8).
As is well known, any its self-adjoint extension is given by a boundary condition
of the form
cos a f (O) + sin a - (Df)(±O) = 0 (3.2)
L 2 (•M±, dv±) is invariant also with respect to a(t11), as follows from (3.2). However,
as (3.2) shows, a(t1i) does not respect the initial domain of a(x) as it is given by
(3.2). Thus, we have come to a contradiction.
(2) This statement follows from the previous one in the following way. For in-
stance, assume that there exists a self-adjoint extension .F(V±, Vw) of 'F(V±, V±).
Let F(V±) be the maximal algebra of operators in V, such that vf E F(V , V )
for each v E ~ (V ), V' f E .F(V'). One can show that FP(V±) can be equipped
with an 1+-module structure which extends that of F(V±) so that it gives rise to a
*-representation of 9+, what contradicts with the previous statement.
Remark 2.8. We will see in Section 5 that the quasi-classical analog of the 9,-
module *-algebra structure on C,'(D+), is the local action of the dual Poisson Lie
group SU(1, 1)* (isomorphic to the group of the matrices of the form t ) in
0 t -
1
translations and dilations.
D± by translations and dilations.
Thus, the quasi-classical analog of the above negative result is such an obvious
fact that this local action cannot be extended to a global one. The obstacle at r = ±0
which prevents to construct a self-adjoint extension of the tensor product in the proof
of Theorem 2.5 corresponds to the obstacle at S' = {z E C I zl = 1}.
However, although the local action of SU(1, 1)* cannot be extended to a global
one on D+ and D_ separately, it can be extended to a global action on C = D+ U D_.
This observation prompts us what to do in the quantum case. Namely, one should
consider the problem of self-adjoint extensions of V +'W( ) ® V+'() E V- 0 Vr-+ using
its realization as
-F(V '(")) ( DF(V2) = (Cc (D+)qE Cc00(V-)q)I IrW+I
Let Cc(C)q be the extension of Cc(D+)q $ C,'(D_)q which is the ideal in
Fun(C)q generated by those functions of r whose supports are compact subsets of
(-) = 1+-) U T1_ U {0} and which are smooth at zero. Consider the extension
of F(V + ',(3)) $ .F(V;), and equip it with the 91+-module structure given by (3.5) and
with the scalar product given by (3.6).
Theorem 2.6. The unitarizable m9+-module ?.U) is self-adjoint. We denote the
corresponding *-representation of 9+ by r+,(#) g® r l r 2+.
Proof. Indeed, the minimal closed operator in L2 (gX(- #), dv), where dv = dv+ + dv_,
given by the second order q-difference expression (3.8) and the boundary condition
f(+O) = f(-O) , (Df)(+O) = (Df)(-O) (3.3)
is easily seen to be self-adjoint. The operators given by the action of x in other x-
invariant subspaces generated by elements of the form zkf(r) for each fixed k E Z
can be considered analogously (another way is to notice that all these parts of the
operator given by the action of x are intertwined by the action of powers of t 12 or
t21).
Finally, it is easy to see that all operators given by the actions of t,3 (i, j = 1, 2)
respect the smoothness condition. This proves our assertion.
Remark 2.9. C, (C), can be thought of as a quantum analog of the algebra of smooth
functions on C with compact supports.
Consider now the problem of self-adjoint extensions of the unitarizable e-module
V+ 0 V: E V- & V,' denoted for convenience by V±.
Note that V± is endowed with an 6-equivariant Hilbert (•FW,,,, F,2,1,)-bimodule
structure. This means that there are the left ,,,3-module and the right Fk2, 4-
module structures m, : 1, 3 0 V± -+ V± and m : V• 0 . ,, -+ V± respectively
given by
(fI f3) 0 (V', v") F-+ (fi1 ', f3v")
(v', Iv") (f2,f4) (V f2,vf4)
where (v', v") E V±, (fi, f3) E ,,,, as well as the ,• ,,3-linear scalar product (., )" :
V+ ® V+ -- ,,,, 3 and the ', 2,~4-linear scalar product (, ), : V±  V0 -1 ~ 2,+ given
by
((vi, v2), (V3, V4))1 = ( 1 3*, 2*)
((vi, v2), (V3, V4)), = (v3*, VV42)
such that mi, mr, (', ")I and (-, -)r are 6-module morphisms.
Let .F± be the maximal 6-equivariant Hilbert (F,,,, 3 , 2 , , 4)-bimodule which ex-
tends V±. The following theorem can be deduced from Theorem 2.6.
Theorem 2.7. The unitarizable 9t+-module Y.± is self-adjoint. We denote the cor-
responding *-representation of 91± by 7r+, 0 7r± E r , 07r .
Another way to do it is to construct explicitly those super-tensor products in a
way similar to the construction shown in Theorem 2.6. The key step here is to find an
appropriate self-adjoint extension of the operator given by the action of x restricted
to a certain x-invariant subspace.
For instance, the self-adjoint operator (7r +V+) 'E ®-) r ))(x) restrictedW1 W2 W1 W2
to the subspace generated by vectors of the form e9 ® e: is unitarily equivalent to
the operator in L 2(m (-4 ), dv) given by (3.8) and (3.3), the intertwiner given by (3.7)
where m = n = k, the right hand side multiplied by (-e1) W'k(P)- ))
Also, the self-adjoint operator (7r+;(0) ® 7rw - 7r_ ® 7r+'('))(x) restricted to the
subspace generated by vectors of the form e±k eTk (k E Z+) is unitarily equivalent
to the operator in L 2 (91, dv'), where n = n+ U 97n U {0}, 9n± = {(q2k-# kEZ+, and
f f(t)dv' = (q-1 - q) . ZtE9 tf(t), given by the second order q-difference expression
x:f(t) -+- (q-l-q)2 .[p(t) +
+ Dv(1 - q-0t)(1 + qf+lt)D K,+(t) + (3.4)
+ DV(1 + q-/t)(1 - qf+1t)D _ (t)]f(t)
(where p(t) is a certain function) and the boundary condition (3.3), the intertwiner
given by
e±k 0 e .Fk ._+ (q-1 - q)" e it) I k (t)
where ) , , t )  q2k- , (f±) is the "J-function" on 91 at the
vi (Pi (P (Pi+27 tk(±) =
point t+) and a+±(t) = EkEZ+ 6k) (t) is the characteristic function of 91+.
The following theorem is proven in Appendix B. It confirms our right to fix P and
develop an independent theory for each fixed value of 0.
Namely, consider the category Cp of *-representations of 6 such that the spectrum
of the operator which represents x = (x, x) is contained in 9X+ UMr- U {0}. Theorem
2.8 shows that C, is closed with respect to super-tensor products.
Theorem 2.8.
® +,() , @ +,() (w,~ 97- _ir
S IP2- 12 2 * 1+ 2
2  +'() - 2 1• - (3.5)
W*1 (P1 0W W1 W1-W2
W1 W(P2 W3 W (3.6)2 7r
71ý;(0) 09 7r (Dr 0& -rv+'(0)  ED 7r-d~ (3.7)WP1 W2 W'3 W410 W
Remark 2.10. Note that, although the "super-tensor" products (3.6) (and (3.7)) are
unitarily equivalent for different values of 3, there is no canonical unitary equiva-
lence, since the corresponding quantum Clebsch-Gordan coefficients depend on 3 (see
Appendix B).
3.5 The Super-Tensor Products and the Dressing
Action on the Flag Manifold.
In this section we consider the quasi-classical analogues of the results obtained above.
First of all, we must consider the quasi-classical analog of the left (right) quantum
adjoint action. This can be done on a more general level.
Let Go be a real form of a simple complex Lie group G such that there exists a
compact Cartan subgroup of Go. Consider the standard Poisson Lie group structure
on Go. This structure as well as the induced real Poisson Lie group structure on GR
are described in Section 2.
Note that one can consider two different quasi-classical analogues of the quantum
algebra C[Go]q of regular functions. The first one is the Poisson Hopf *-algebra C[Go]
of regular functions on the Poisson algebraic group Go, the Poisson brackets given by
{fzmodhio, f 2modhio} = h- [fl, f2] modho
where ito = C[Go]q 0 C[[h]] is the QFSH-algebra obtained as the quantization of
C[Go] ~- !o/hio, according to [1] (we suppose q = e-2 E C[[h]]).
The second analog is the universal enveloping algebra Ug* of the dual Lie bialgebra.
More precisely, these two analogues correspond to some QFSH- and QUE-algebras
respectively which are not isomorphic over C[[h]], but become isomorphic over C once
h is fixed.
As is well known from [1], there is a covariant functor which gives an equivalence
of the categories of QFSH- and QUE-algebras. For instance, the QUE-algebra
corresponding to the QFSH-algebra C[SU(1, 1)]q, C[[h]] is generated over C[[h]]
by t' = h- t,3 (i, j = 1,2). Its quasi-classical analog is Usu(1, 1)*. The precise
description of the functor can be found in [1].
To consider the quasi-classical analog of the left (right) quantum adjoint action of
C[Go]q on itself, one should combine the above two quasi-classical analogues so that
we get a left (right) action of Ugq on C[Go]. Let us show that it is the local right
(left) dressing action of G* on Go made into a left (right) action in the usual way. It
is just what is called for convenience in this paper left (right) dressing action.
Recall first the definition of the right (left) dressing action (cf. [23, 18]). Suppose
that g* is realized as the Lie algebra of right (left) invariant differential 1-forms on
Go, the Lie brackets given by
[a,, &2] = -d(iral, a2) + LtrazCal - L~raOLC2
where L stands for the Lie derivative, (., -) : TGo x T*Go -+ C is the natural pair-
ing between the tangent and cotangent bundles, lr:T*Go -+ TGo is the bundle map
associated with the Poisson manifold structure on Go.
For each a E gg, let ar (al respectively) be the right (left) invariant differential
1-form on Go such that a,(1) = a (al(1) = a respectively). The map a '-+ -7ra,
(-rcal respectively) from g* into the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on Go is a
Lie algebra homomorphism (antihomomorphism).
The vector fields -7rar (-wral respectively) are called right (left) dressing fields.
They give rise to a local left (right) action of G* on Go called right (left) dressing
action.
Consider the quasi-classical analog of adq. When h tends to zero, the action of
C[Go]q on itself given by
a : b -+ h-l(adq - e(a))b
tends to the action of C[Go] on itself given by
a: b(g) -+ {a(gg'), b(g) },1=9 _,-g
It is easy to see that it is nothing but the differentiation along the right dressing
field -7r((da)(1),). The quasi-classical limit of ad'q can be considered analogously.
At last, the quasi-classical analog of the action of C[Go]q on its left (right) sem-
ishadows is easily seen to be the local right (left) dressing action of G* on GR restricted
to the corresponding Poisson left (right) coset, since G$ is canonically embedded into
Gk - Go x G.
As follows from (3.4), the left (right) quantum adjoint action of C[Go X W]q is,
in fact, a C[Go]q-action. Its quasi-classical analog can be considered also as the local
right (left) dressing action of (Go X W)* G on Go X W.
Now we consider the quasi-classical analogues of the results obtained in Sections
3 and 4. Suppose Go = SU(1, 1), G = SL 2(C). Recall that in this case W _ Z2
and SU(1, 1) X Z2 is embedded into SL 2(C) as SU(1, 1) U SU(1, 1) - w where w =
S 1 . Recall also that SU(1, 1)* is isomorphic to the group of translations and
dilations of the plane and is embedded into SL 2(C) as the group of matrices of the
form where t > 0, z E C.
0 t - 1
It underlines the negative result of Theorem 2.4 that the local right (left) dressing
action of SU(1, 1)* on either SU(1, 1) or SU(1, 1) X Z2 cannot be extended to a
global one.
Let us compare our situation with the case of the compact real form Go of G.
In this case the Iwasawa's decomposition holds and the global right (for instance)
dressing action g_ : g+ - gg- where g+ E Go, g- E GE can be given by
gg = g gi-
where g' E GC provided by that the multiplication map Go x GC -+ GR is bijective.
In general, GoGC is not even dense in GR. However, there is still the following
fact.
Proposition 2.3. The multiplication map (SU(1, 1))<Z 2) x SU(1, 1)* - SL 2(C) is
injective and its image is dense in SL2 (C).
In what follows we denote Go = SU(1, 1), G = SL 2(C), B C SL 2(C) is the Borel
subgroup of upper-triangular matrices. We consider below only the case of the left
quantum adjoint action and the right dressing action. Another case can be considered
analogously and does not contain anything new.
Since B is a Poisson Lie subgroup of GR, the flag manifold GR/B is endowed
with a Poisson manifold structure, and the local right dressing action of GC C Gk on
GR induces a local action on GR/B which we call also right dressing action.
Note that, since GRIB is compact, this local action can be extended to a global
one. The GC-orbits of this action are the Schubert cells C1 = {oo} and C, = CP1 \
{oo} parameterized, as is well known, by the Weyl group W, GC acting on C, '_ C
by translations and dilations.
If Go were SU(2), the corresponding G*-orbits would be the same. However, while
in this case they are symplectic leaves, if Go is SU(1, 1), this is not the case.
Indeed, GoG*/B - ~+ U {oo} and GowG*/B 1 D-_ are Poisson submanifolds of
GR/B. It is easy to see that the symplectic leaves of GR/B = CP' are {oo}, D+, V_
and each point of S' = OD±.
Let us call a symplectic leaf of a Schubert cell non-degenerate if its dimension
is the same as the dimension of the cell. Recall the parameterization of irreducible
*-representations of e by quadruples (t, C, E, /) where t E To, C is a Schubert cell
of the flag manifold GR/B, E is a non-degenerate symplectic leaf of C, 0 is a uni-
tary character of the fundamental group 7rl(E) of E. Thus, the one-dimensional
*-representations (C correspond to the leaf {oo}, the infinite-dimensional ones 7r-+ to
the leaf D±.
As follows from the geometric realization considered in Sections 4 and 5, the
quasi-classical analogues of the tensor products VC ® V(,, V+ ,(#) ® V+'(") and V,-
Vr+, of unitarizable 9+-modules is the local right dressing action of SU(1, 1)* on the
symplectic leaves {oo}, V+ and D_ respectively, while the quasi-classical analogues
of the super-tensor products ( , (9 and fr+ ( )  •+ is the global
right dressing action of SU(1, 1)* on the Schubert cells {oo} and C respectively. The
negative result of Theorem 2.4 corresponds to the obvious fact that the local action
of SU(1, 1)* on DT by translations and dilations cannot be extended to a global one.
Appendix A
Module *-Algebras
Throughout the thesis we deal constantly with the 2-module *-algebras, where 2t is
a Hopf *-algebra. Here we give the necessary definitions and a brief account of their
properties. As well as remind the important definition of the adjoint action of a Hopf
algebra on itself.
Definition 3.1. (1) Suppose that 7 is both a *-algebra and a left (resp. right)
to-module. Then, F is called left (resp. right) 2lo-module *-algebra if
* the multiplication map m : Y0 F -+ F is an 2o-module morphism,
* The *-structures in 2o and ~ are compatible in the following sense:
(a.f)* = 5D(a).f* (A.1)
for each a Et 0, f E Y, where O(a) = (S(a))*.
(2) Suppose that F1 and F2 are left (resp. right) 2t0-module algebras. A map
A : F. -+ F2 is called left (resp. right) 2ao-module *-algebra morphism if A is both an
algebra *-homomorphism and a left (right) 2o-module morphism.
Remark 3.1. Suppose that 2 is a Hopf algebra, F is both an algebra and a left
(right) 2t-module. The definition of left (right) %L-module algebra can be obtained by
forgetting about the *-structure and the condition (A.1).
The chapter about the super-tensor products uses also the auxiliary concept of a
'shadow' of an %t-module *-algebra. The definition follows.
Definition 3.2. (1) Let 77 be a left (resp. right) a-module algebra, (.F, *) a left (resp.
right) Uo-module *-algebra. If a *-algebra (.F, ý) equipped with the action of 2( on F
becomes a left (right) 2o-module *-algebra, we will call it left (right) pre-semishadow
of (.F, *).
Two left (right) pre-semishadows are called equivalent if they are equivalent as
left (right) 2mo-module *-algebras.
(2) A left (right) pre-semishadow (F, ý) of (F, *) is called left (right) semishadow
if there exists at least one unitarizable left (right) (F, ý)-module.
Definition 3.3. Let (3F, *) be a 2to-bimodule *-algebra. If a *-algebra (F, ý) equipped
with the left and right actions of 2o is both a left and a right semishadow of (F, *),
we will call it shadow of (.F, *).
One of the examples of 2to-module *-algebra is the algebra of functions on (quan-
tum) real Go-spaces where Go is a real Lie group.
For any Hopf algebra 2t, consider the so-called restricted dual Hopf algebra 2*
generated by the linear functionals on t such that for any e 20*, there exists a
two-sided ideal Jý C (t annihilated by (. The following lemma is well known.
Lemma 3.1. For any Hopf *-algebra Qto, a2t is also a Hopf *-algebra, with the
canonical structure given by
(7, a) = (C (97(a), , (=(), a 9b) = (,ab)
(S(C),a) = (C,S(a)) , e()= (, 1) (A.2)
LJ*,a) = (J,c(a)) , Lc(•),a) =(,a*),
where a, b Eto , ,7 E 77a, (,) : a0® 2t o -+ C is the natural pairing.
Under the assumtions of Lemma 3.1, there exist canonical left and right W2-module
*-algebra structures on 2o given by the well known right regular representation and
the left regular antirepresentations respectively:
R(ý)a = (id 0 (, A(a)> , £(()a = (( ® id, A(a)>
where ý E2t[, a E2to. When 2o = C[Go]q is the quantum algebra of regular functions,
1R and C are the quantum analogues of the right and left regular representations of
Go in functions on Go respectively.
Remark 3.2. Note that the left or right semishadows of C[Go]q with respect to 1Z or
C are easily seen to be the quantum analogues of the algebras of regular functions on
Poisson right cosets gGo C GR or left ones Gog (where g E GR) respectively.
Therefore, if we consider C[Go]q as the corresponding Uqgo-bimodule *-algebra, its
shadows correspond to the connected components of the Poisson Lie group NG(Go),
the normalizer of Go in GR.
The following example of 2 0o-module *-algebra is of a particular interest for us. The
proposition given below is a direct consequence of the definition of Hopf *-algebra.
Proposition 3.1. Let 2Lo be a Hopf *-algebra. The left and right quantum adjoint
actions adq and ad, of %o on itself given by
adq(a)b = akbS(a" , ad'(a)b = y S(a'k)ba'
k k
whenever A(a) = Zk a a'k (a, b E 2to) equip 2o with an tlo-bimodule *-algebra
structure.
This case is considered in the present paper for quantum algebras of regular func-
tions on real quantum groups. Some simple examples follow.
Example 3.1. Recall that we denoted C[SL2(C)]q by 91 for short, and the involution
which makes it into C[SU(1, 1)] by *. It is easy to show that 9+ =(9m, *) and
9• =(%,O) are the only pre-shadows (and shadows) of 9+, and that they are not
equivalent.
Example 3.2. Consider C[SU(2)]q =(9,t) where ý is given by
tfl = t22 , t'2 = -qt21
It is easy to see that the only pre-shadows of (9, ý) are (9, ý) and (9, b) where b is
given by
t = -tl = -- 22 , t 2  -- t2 qt2 1
However, (9, b) is not a shadow because of
tt + t21t21 = -1 (A.3)
We will see that when Go is compact, C[Go]q has only one shadow, namely, itself.
Denote by T the subgroup of non-zero group-like elements of ~*, that is, T = {t E
I* | t = 0, A(t) = t 0 t}. Denote To the subgroup of non-zero Hermitian group-like
elements of a2t, that is, To = {t E It* = t}.
Theorem 3.1. (1) (%,ý) is a left or right pre-semishadow of 21o = (2, *) if and only
if there exists to E To such that
S= •o R(to) or = *o (to)
respectively.
(2) Left or right pre-semishadows (2t, ) and (2, ý) are equivalent if and only if
there exists t E T such that
S= R(t) o ý o R(t- ') or b,= c(t) o ý o (t-1)
respectively.
(3) (2, ý) is a left (or right) pre-semishadow of 2to with respect to adq (or adq) if
and only if it is a right pre-semishadow with respect to C (or a left one with respect
to R).
The theorem immedeately follows from the following easy lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let 2a be a Hopf algebra, and suppose that 2t is equipped wzth the left
or right 2-module algebra structure given by adq or ad' respectively. A linear map
y : 2t -+ 21 is a left or rzght 2(-module algebra automorphism if and only if there exists
t E T such that 7 = RI(t) or y = £(t) respectively.
Theorem 3.2. The left pre-semishadow (2, ot) is a left semishadow if and only if
there exists u E 2ý such that t = &(u-1)u, E(u) = 11.
Corollary 3.1. (21, ý) is a shadow if and only if there exists u E 21* such that
c(u-')u E 3o where 3o is the intersection of To and the center of 210, and
4 = (U7-1) o o R(u) =
= L(u-') o o C(u)
'For right semishadows the condition looks as follows: t = u0(u-1).
Appendix B
Decomposition of the
Super-Tensor Products
This appendix is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.8. Of course, (3.5) does not require
a special consideration. We prove (3.6) below, (3.7) can be proven analogously and
even much simpler.
Denote in short
def 7r(f) ® 7r~,(P) E'r (B.1)
P= 1 WP2 (P3 (P4
and consider the self-adjoint operator 7r(x). It is clear that what we really need
to obtain the decomposition of 7r is to know the spectrum of 7r(x). The subspace
Lm (m E Z) generated by em 0 el (k E Z) is easily seen to be ir(x)-invariant. Let
7r(x)m be the restriction of 7r(x) to Lm.
It is easy to show that ir(x) _ 0, Kerr(x) = {0}. The unitary operator u =
qi7r(tl2 )r (x)- intertwines 7r(x)m and 7r(x)m+1, therefore, all the self-adjoint opera-
tors r(x)m (m E Z) are unitarily equivalent.
Consider, for instance, ir(x)o. It is unitarily equivalent to the operator A in
L2 ( ( - 8), dv) given by the second order q-difference expression (6.1) and the boundary
condition (3.3).
First of all, it is clear that the spectrum of A is simple. It is clear also that it is
a union of some geometric progressions with ratio q2 because of tllx = q2xt 11, t22 x =
q-2 t 22.
It is easy to show that 7r can be decomposed into a direct integral of the irreducible
representations of the form 7r+('p) (no one-dimensional ones, since KerA = {0}). That
which geometric progressions comprise the spectrum of A indicates the possible values
of d' for the irreducible components (note that if r+,(O') occurs in the decomposition
for some 0' and ý, this is the case for the same 0' and all values of p).
The following proposition immediately implies (3.6).
Proposition 4.1. The spectrum of A is simple and equal to 9X )U {0} (where / is
the same as fixed in (B.1)), KerA = {0}.
Proof. The standard way to prove it is to study the asymptotic behavior of eigen-
functions of A at infinity. Consider the function
f(t) = ( - q2 2At (B.2)q2
where (a)k =(1 - a)(1 - aq2)... - aq2(k- 1) ) and(il a q2, = (-1)kqk(k-1) (a)kXk
b k-0 (b)k 92)k
is a basic hypergeometric function.
The function fA(t) generates the one-dimensional space of solutions of
-(q-1 - q)2 . (D(1 + t)Df)(t) = Af(t)
f(+0) = f(-O) , (Df)(+0)= (Df)(-O)
Since A > 0 and KerA = {0}, we can suppose A > 0.
We compare A with some operator Ao with known spectrum. The operator Ao is
given in L2 ( •( - ), du -' )) by the second order q-difference expression
Ao = -(q-1 - q) 2 - DtD
and the boundary condition
lim (f(q2 (k-/)) _ f(q 2(k-,+1))) = 0 (B.3)
k--+oo
The eigen-functions of Ao are the so-called zero index Hahn-Exton q-Bessel func-
tions (introduced in [3])
f°o)(t)-- 14D 0 ;q2, q2 At
and the spectrum of A0 is simple and equal to 9+) U {0}, KerAo = {0}.
This was announced in [12] where the operator Ao appeared in harmonic analysis
on the quantum group M(2) of the motions of the plane (note that the same operator
appears also in the problem of decomposition of tensor products of irreducible *-
representations of the quantum algebra of regular functions).
The proof which was not included in [12] is based on the fact that, when 0 =
, Ao can be approximated by some simpler operators A(in) = q2mT-mA(o)Tm in
the sense that the operators Ao - A(m ) are bounded and converge to zero as m --
+oo. The operator T is the shift (Tf)(t) = f(q 2t) and the operator A(° ) given in
L2 (q 2 k+l }k>m, dv+) by the second order q-difference expression
AO) = -(q- - q) 2 - Dt(1 - t)D
and the boundary condition (B.3) appeared in [27] in harmonic analysis on the quan-
tum group SU(2).
The spectrum of A(°) is well-known. It is simple and consists of the values
A = ( q-•q) 2 (1 e Z) of the quadratic Casimir element in the finite-
dimensional irreducible *-representations of Uqsu(2). Therefore, we know the spectra
of the operators A(m ), hence the spectrum of A0 . Note that, if we know it for just
one value of /, it is easy to obtain it for all values of 0.
The following lemma can be proved by some straightforward calculations. The
convergence is always provided by terms of the form qk2 .
Lemma 4.1. The series in the right hand side of the following identity converges to
the left hand sides absolutely, uniformly in compacta:
11 ;( q2, = (b)k((a)k 1 2, q2kx (B.4)
Corollary 4.1. Put a = -qt - 1, b = q2, x = q2At into (B.3). We get
oo (_l)kqk(2k+1)Ak
k=O k
x 01 ; q2  2(k+1)AtSq2(k+l)
Consider the operator B : f (t) f (t)-ft 2t)
Lemma 4.2. The right hand side of the following identity converges to the left hand
side absolutely, uniformly in compacta:
1~1 ( -Vqt-1
q2
, )( q2 q
Proof. By the recurrence formula (cf. [3])
B: • l(I ; q2, 1 q1 ( 2 q2cx
w b 1 - b q2b
we obtain from (B.4) that
S q Bk 1 1  0 2 q2Atk=O ( 2)k (q
11 -qt-l q 2 q2 2 qAtq2
- q t - 1  2 2 A
I11 q2 ;qqA
= (-qB)ooDl (1 ; 2, q2 At
Proof of Prop.A.1 (continued). Suppose A E 9m3). By [12, Prop.1ll], f•o)(t) vanishes
faster than t-" for any n E N as t -+ +oo, t E M(+-. Note that Prop.ll in [12] is a
simple consequence of the orthogonality relation for the matrix elements of irreducible
*-representations of Uqm( 2 ) which are expressed in terms of the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel
functions and the recurrence formulae for these functions (cf. [3]).
It follows that the functions
fk)(t) df (-qB)kf(0)(t) (k E Z+)
also vanish faster than t - for any n E N as t -+ +oo, t E m( .
Note that all the above lemmas remain valid when both sides of the identities are
multiplied by tn for any n E N. Therefore, tnf(k) (t) converge to tn f (t) for any n E N
absolutely, uniformly in compacta as k -4 +oo. Hence, fx (t) also vanishes faster than
t-n for any n E N as t -+ +oo, t E 9•(-.
This implies that each point of the geometric progression 9D?) is an eigen-value
of A. To show that A+) U {0} is the whole spectrum of A note that, since for each
eigen-value A of Ao the corresponding eigen-function f O) vanishes faster than t-" for
any n E N as t -+ +oo, t E 9X+-), for any A' which does not belong to the spectrum
of Ao the corresponding eigen-function f(o) grows faster than tn for any n E N as
t -+ +00, t E +).
It follows in a similar way that, for each A' V 9m) U {0}, the corresponding eigen-
function fg, (t) of A grows faster than any polynomial as t -+ +oo, t E (-+). This
proves Prop.A.1.
In the conclusion, I would like to note that, according to (3.6) and (3.7), one can
define the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for quantum algebra of functions ("even" and
"odd") as follows:
e± (W) 0 e± ( 2) = 2 1 2 ( e(p)d(p (B.5)
kEZ o m n k
e (po) 9 e (W2) 2 W ek((p)d~keZ+ J [ m n kJ q,P
where e) stands for the ) canonical basis of V given by (3.5),(3.6).
As follows from (3.7),(B.2) and (3.2), the "even" Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are
expressed in terms of the functions
-Qt- 1  2q2(+) ; q, ~ (k+) At = constA (Bk (t) (B.6)
(k E Z+) where A E 9), t E 0"+-). This follows, by the way, that the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients do depend on/3 (see the remark at the end of Sect.6).
As was shown in [13, 14, 21], the matrix elements tiE E C[SU(1, 1)]* of irreducible
*-representations of Uqsu(1, 1) are expressed in terms of the q-Jacobi functions. As far
as we know precise expression of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for quantum algebra
of functions, we can apply the technique of [7] to obtain an addition formula for the
q-Jacobi functions. Namely, one should apply the operator given by the action of
k
to the right hand sides and the left hand sides of (B.5). Therefore, the functions
(B.6) appear in that addition formula which involves the "even" Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients.
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